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On their continuous journey for improvement, schools are advised to embrace

several research-based strategies recommended for increasing student success (NASSP,

2004). Bernhardt (1998) and Leithwood and Prestine (2002) provide that school

improvement efforts will be significantly amplified if stakeholders make decisions under

a productive framework of collaboration, reflection, and multiple sources of relevant data.

Another critical piece of the school improvement puzzle lies in the power of a

personalized educational experience (Clarke, 2003; NASSP, 2004; Sizer, 1999).

The purpose of this study was to utilize the strategies of collaboration, reflection,

data-driven decision making, and action research in an effort to promote teacher

professional growth, personalize students’ educational experience, and increase student
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success in a large suburban high school. It was an evaluative case study situated in a large

suburban high school in Texas. Working through a newly created elective course for

incoming ninth-graders, the action research team members included four teachers and an

assistant principal for curriculum. Developed under the theory of action framework

(Patton, 1997), the study contained three objectives, or aims- immediate, intermediate,

and ultimate.

This study employed a mixed qualitative and quantitative approach (Ritchie, 2003)

with the majority of data coming from documentary, observational, and individual/focus

group interviews. Measures to strengthen trustworthiness and reliability included

triangulation of data, attention to ethical procedures in research, member checks, and

critical friends.

Findings of the study indicated that the teachers did achieve significant

professional growth through continuous collaborative and reflective activities. Data also

revealed that a more personalized educational experience with teachers serving as adult

advocates has great value in schools. Overall student success with regard to credits

earned, Reading and Math TAKS scores, attendance, and disciplinary infractions was not

enhanced by student participation in the new elective course.

Conclusions included that more training be provided on data-driven decision

making for teachers and that defining actual student success in the time frame of one

school year is very difficult. Recommendations for future studies of this nature include a

more longitudinal range of data collection and the inclusion of more data from the

students themselves.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Overview and Purpose of the Study

Schools, like most other organizations, are on a continuous journey for

improvement. Anfara, Roney, and Mahar (2003) offer several definitions of “school

improvement” that emphasize an increase or enhancement of student learning and

educational outcomes. With a myriad of unique situations and settings in any given

school, improvement efforts are normally going to reflect the values of the stakeholders

in each specific educational community. In any case, school improvement efforts must be

a priority within the school’s culture (National Association of Secondary School

Principals [NASSP], 2004).

There is always pressure to improve student achievement and increase school

efficiency. At the federal level, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 set in motion a

snowball effect of additional accountability mandates at the state level. The bottom line is

that schools must do things differently to meet the standards of equity and excellence that

all students deserve (Afara et al., 2003; NASSP, 2004; Downey et al., 2002; North

Central Regional Educational Laboratory [NCREL], 2001). Bernhardt (1998), Goldring

and Greenfield (2002), Leithwood and Prestine (2002), and Spillane and Seashore-Louis

(2002) remind that school improvement efforts will be significantly amplified if

stakeholders make decisions under a productive framework of collaboration, reflection,

and multiple sources of relevant data. Another critical piece of the school improvement
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puzzle lies in the power of a personalized educational experience (Clarke, 2003; NASSP,

2004; Sizer, 1999).

In this study, a group of educators will use identified research-based strategies as

part of an ongoing school improvement process. The action research team, composed of

four teachers and an assistant principal, will have the challenging opportunity to define

and measure student success for incoming ninth-grade students in a large suburban high

school. Team members will utilize the strategies of collaboration, reflection, data-driven

decision making, and action research in an effort to promote teacher professional growth,

personalize students’ educational experience, and increase academic achievement.

Specifically, the adults and students that comprise the study sample are all part of a new

elective course for incoming ninth-graders entitled, Reaching Out Capturing Kids

(ROCK).

At the heart of any school improvement effort is an understanding of the

important roles of data use and analysis (NASSP, 1999; NCREL, 2001). With student

learning or student achievement as a prime focal point for any school, the collection,

disaggregation, and analysis of multiple forms of data is essential for guiding programs or

initiatives for school improvement (Bernhardt, 1998; Downey et al., 2002; NASSP, 2004;

NCREL, 2001; Wade, 2001). New and more stringent accountability measures facing

schools have included many more “categories” of student populations and school factors

that must be addressed. This requires schools to be continuously aware of and address

concerns that are revealed through careful analysis of school-wide data (Anfara et al.,

2003; Gordon, 2004).
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With an understanding of the role of data in the school improvement process, it is

recommended that educators and stakeholders also turn to the power of collaboration and

reflection. Leithwood and Prestine (2002) list “establishing and sustaining a culture of

inquiry and reflection” and “a commitment to collaborative planning” as key factors for

successful school improvement (p. 47). Owsiak (2002) focuses on the benefits of

collective reflection, which has a compelling effect on organizational learning and school

improvement. The idea here is the combination of collaboration and reflection as a group

process to increase organizational knowledge. Concerning collaborative, or group efforts,

Hanson (2003) proclaims, “In short, organizational knowledge is found in the collective

interactions of the group and not in the isolated knowledge of people who happen to be

members of the group” (p. 277). This full collective benefit is best realized through

reflective practice (Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993).

While data-driven decision making, collaboration, and reflection have been an

integral part of school improvement literature, a more recent topic that deserves just as

much recognition is personalization. McLaughlin and Talbert (1990) proclaim, “Many

practitioners and policy makers are interested in personalization because it is thought to

be a powerful means of promoting students’ commitment to school and their engagement

in learning” (p. 230). Efforts to personalize the school environment have included a

variety of strategies, such as Personal Plans for Progress and Adult Advocates, along with

structural considerations to create smaller learning environments (NAASP, 2004). Very

simply stated, “We cannot teach students well if we do not know them well. At its heart,

personalized learning requires profound shifts in our thinking about education and
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schooling” (Sizer, 1999, p. 6). Personalization, as well as the aforementioned educational

strategies, plays a significant role in the effort to make improvements and increase

student success.

Practitioners in the K-12 arena are always searching for meaningful and beneficial

research that will improve decision-making in the near to immediate future. Rarely does

one see a full-time practitioner engage in the very time-consuming process of “scholarly”

research; instead, they depend on those in higher education or professional agencies to

provide them with reliable research and literature to enhance professional learning.

Educational practitioners (administrators or teachers) may frequently gather data and

conduct investigative inquiries within their own educational communities, but may not

necessarily consider this to be formal research worthy of scholarly publication. Schön

(1983) provides insight to the growth of practitioner research by stating:

…when we reject the traditional view of professional knowledge, recognizing that

practitioners may become reflective researchers in situations of uncertainty,

instability, uniqueness, and conflict, we have recast the relationship between

research and practice. For on this perspective, research is an activity of

practitioners. (p. 308)

It is also clear that when educational practitioners engage in meaningful research activity,

especially in a collaborative and reflective manner, there is enormous potential for school

improvement and increased student success (Smylie, Conley, & Marks, 2002; Yorks &

Marsick, 2000).
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The recent demand for more participatory or liberating research processes has led

to the heightened popularity of action research (Snape & Spencer, 2003; Miller, 2000).

Action research has evolved as a dynamic and exciting form of inquiry with the ability to

increase organization learning within its originating environment (Riehl, Larson, Short, &

Reitzug, 2000; Snape & Spencer, 2003). For educators seeking immediate and relevant

information to assist in organizational, group, or individual decision-making, methods

similar to action research have enormous potential. Dixon-Kraus (2003) relate that the

school, as an activity system with intense social and cultural interaction, is an ideal

setting for practitioner-led action research. Anderson and Jones (2000) proclaim, “We

consider action research studies that place one’s own practice at the center to be those

with the greatest potential for individual, professional, and organizational

transformation…” (p. 440).

In order to harness the beneficial aspects of these various strategies, this study

will employ a “theory of action” method encouraged by the work of Michael Q. Patton

(1997). In his writings and study of utilization-focused evaluation, Patton refers to the

1967 work of Edward Suchman in the construction of ordered objectives for testing a

program’s theory or model. This method is heavily based on the work of Argyris and

Schön (1974) and their research on espoused theories and theories-in-use. The

development of ordered objectives, or aims, will provide a working framework for this

study and allow the action research team to continually measure progress at different

levels throughout this study. The “theory of action” method is more readily used in

program evaluation research (Patton, 1997; Malen, Croninger, Muncey, & Redmond-
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Jones, 2002), yet this study will expand its application to guide and evaluate the entire

action research process.

Statement of the Problem

Discourse of issues.

If action research studies have such worthwhile potential to increase a

practitioner’s effectiveness, why are there so few publicized studies of this nature? Also,

why are school administrators less likely to engage in an action research study than

teachers? An answer to both of these questions (and a recognizable complaint by most

educators) is time. Any method or type of research project will require a commitment of

time and energy that many administrators and teachers claim they simply do not have

(Stolp, 1995). Despite this predictable excuse that seems to prevent educators from

engaging in such worthwhile activity, it is critical that specific and structured time is

dedicated to the ultimate goal of “school”- student success. This study anticipates that the

dedication of specifically structured time to increase student success will lead to

additional benefits for the school and those participating in the research process.

The action research team in this study will work under the umbrella of a new 18-

week elective course (ROCK) for incoming ninth grade students. The team will have the

challenge and opportunity to define and measure student success for these incoming ninth

grade students as they transition from their respective middle schools. Successful

transition of ninth grade students into a comprehensive high school is definitely important,

yet not easily accomplished in most cases. The Texas Center for Educational Research

[TCER] (2004) highlights this ambitious task by stating:
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Differences in school size and organization, grading systems, educational

philosophy, teacher characteristics, and academic expectations reportedly make

the transition from middle to high school difficult for ninth graders. Other

student-related issues, such as inadequate academic preparation, increased

freedom coupled with immaturity, home-life situations, and apathy are cited as

factors that make high school challenging for many ninth graders. (p. 4)

Utilizing the formal structure of the ROCK course, the adults in this action research study

will be able to invest a significant amount of time and effort to these young adults as they

enter their high school years.

The purpose of this study is to utilize the strategies of collaboration, reflection,

data-driven decision making, and action research in an effort to promote teacher

professional growth, personalize students’ educational experience, and increase student

success in a large suburban high school. The study encompasses the construction,

implementation, and evaluation of the ROCK class. Through the process of creating and

operating the ROCK course, the school hopes to see significant professional growth for

the teachers and increased student success for the 9th grade students able to participate in

the course.

Research objectives or “aims.”

Under the “theory of action” framework (Patton, 1997), it is appropriate to

consider the action research process itself as the independent variable. Essentially, it

serves as a stimulus (Patten, 2004) for the members of the research team and the students

taking the ROCK course. Although the ROCK course is considered a “program” or
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“intervention” for students in the school, it is actually a product of the action research

team. It is the process of action research that will generate the outcomes or responses in

this study (Patten, 2004).

The chain of objectives, or aims, created under the “theory of action” framework

provides the study with its dependent variables. For the purposes of this study, there will

be three dependent variables that will also comprise three aims under the “theory of

action” framework. This trichotomy of objectives is arranged in order as immediate,

intermediate, and ultimate aims (Malen et al., 2002; Patton, 1997). Patton (1997)

illustrates this strategy further:

The linkages between these levels make up a continuous series of actions wherein

immediate objectives (focused on implementation) logically precede intermediate

goals (short-term outcomes) and therefore must be accomplished before higher-

level goals (long-term impacts). Any given objective in the chain is the outcome

of the successful attainment of the preceding objective and, in turn, is a

precondition to attainment of the next higher objective. (p. 217)

The aims of this action research study in a large suburban high school are as follows:

1. Immediate- that the action research team members will gain significant

professional growth through the use of data-driven decision making [d3m],

collaboration, and reflection as they design and implement a course of study

promoting student success- ROCK.

2. Intermediate- as a result of using d3m, collaboration, and reflection strategies, the

action research team will provide a more personalized educational experience for
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the ROCK students as evidenced by feedback from student work and teacher

interviews.

3. Ultimate- that the ninth-grade students who take and complete the ROCK course

will be more successful than students who do not complete the ROCK course.

Student success will be measured in following categories of data: (a) core and

overall academic course credits, (b) results on 2006 Reading and Math TAKS

tests, (c) student attendance, and (d) student disciplinary infractions.

These aims should not be viewed as predetermined hypotheses for the sole purpose of

data collection and analysis; rather, they are meant to be purposeful objectives built and

informed by research-based strategies (Lewis, 2003). It will be up to the action research

team to more specifically define and delineate the parameters of measurement for such

terms as “personalization” and “student success.”

Significance of the Study

Knowing what it takes to make educational improvements in the quest for

increased student success is simply not enough. This practitioner-based study solicits a

variety of research-based practices and strategies in order to take action on real issues as

they occur in real time. Rarely do teachers and administrators work cooperatively and

collaboratively in action research studies (Anderson & Jones, 2000), yet there are

enormous benefits to such activity (Little, 1987; Owsiak, 2002). Likewise, the literature

calls for more involvement of assistant principals in school improvement tasks (Downey,

Steffy, English, Frase, & Poston, Jr., 2004; Spillane & Seashore-Louis, 2002).
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This study and its outcomes will naturally be most beneficial and significant to

the campus community and local school district in which it is situated. While

generalization to other sites and situations is not out of the question, the goal of this study

is to ensure quality research methods that directly benefit the educational community

involved. The local school district in which this high school resides has recently

encouraged all high school campuses to adopt a method of teacher appraisal and

evaluation known as Appraisal By Collaboration [ABC]. This appraisal system strongly

encourages action research projects by groups of teachers, which will provide additional

motivation and benefit for the teacher members of this action research team.

The significance of the strategies mentioned in this study is distinctly revealed in

the literature. Anfara et al. (2003) and Downey et al. (2002) reveal that most schools do

not use data properly or wisely in order to guide decision making for school improvement.

This study makes it a priority to use relevant data, and not simply professional intuition

or “hunches” (NCREL, 2001; Wade, 2001), to guide its efforts throughout the action

research process. Data plays a critical role in the goal for student success (Bernhardt,

1998; NASSP, 2004) and will be the driving force in all collaborative and reflective

activities.

In many educational and school improvement studies (Bernhardt, 1998;

Leithwood & Prestine, 2002; NASSP, 1999; NASSP, 2004; NCREL, 2001; Owsiak,

2002; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993), collaboration and reflection are used independently

or as an integrated force. While efforts to utilize these potentially powerful strategies may

be difficult (Little, 1990), they are definitely worthwhile. With careful adherence to the
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highest degree of trustworthiness and validity for a predominantly qualitative study of

this nature (Lewis, 2003; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patten, 2004), this action research

project hopes to contribute additional (and meaningful) knowledge in the areas of

collaboration and reflection for educational practitioners. Highly recommended and

influential in the literature on organizational learning (Hanson, 2003; Senge, Ross, Smith,

Roberts, & Kleiner, 1994; Smith, 2001; Yorks & Marsick, 2000), the use of collaboration

and reflection in this study should provide additional information to those seeking further

contributions to this area of research.

A final comment is reserved for the personalization component of this study.

Relationships are a significant part of human activity and are of extreme importance in

any educational setting (Littky & Allen, 1999; McLaughlin & Talbert, 1990). This study

has high aspirations of making meaningful contributions to the more recently acclaimed

approach of personalization in schools. While the intermediate aim of personalization is

directed more toward the students in the school, the teachers should also benefit from the

highly personalized nature of the action research process.

Definition of Terms

Academic Excellence Indicator System (AEIS)- used by the Texas Education Agency

(TEA), this system pulls together a wide range of information on the performance of

students in each school and district in Texas each year (TEA, 2005).

Action Research- According to Lippe (2003):

Action research refers to a way of utilizing various research methodologies in

order to improve practice for a particular site or group of people. Action research
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is systemic, collaborative, reflective, critical inquiry that mobilizes practitioners to

study particular issues or techniques. (p. 28)

Appraisal By Collaboration (ABC) - method of teacher appraisal and evaluation used by

administrators in this particular high school. The campus ABC Manual states:

The ABC process provides educators with a framework for initiating, planning

and facilitating personal growth while building connections between professional

goals and the goals of the campus and the district. Through inquiry and

collaboration with professional colleagues, an educator focuses on an area of

professional need or interest that directly addresses student achievement. (p. 4)

Collaboration- Friend and Cook (2003) offer a definition appropriate for this study by

stating that collaboration, “is a style for direct interaction between at least two coequal

parties voluntarily engaged in shared decision making as they work toward a common

goal [or aims]” (p. 5).

Data-Driven Decision Making (D3M) - a decision-support system whereby “feedback

generated by data can help schools determine whether or not they’re on the right track to

improved student achievement and how fast or slow they’re progressing” (Kinder, 2000,

¶ 4).

Personalization- taken from Clarke (2003), personalization is defined as:

…a learning process in which schools help students assess their own talents and

aspirations, plan a pathway toward their own purposes, work cooperatively with

others on challenging tasks, maintain a record of their explorations, and
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demonstrate their learning against clear standards in a wide variety of media, all

with the close support of adult mentors and guides. (p. 14-15)

Reaching Out Capturing Kids (ROCK) - a newly created 18-week elective course

established by the large suburban high school that serves as the setting of this study. This

course is offered to incoming ninth grade students only and requires no prerequisite

course(s), fees, or other requirements of interested students. Each section of the ROCK

course will have one assigned teacher and will meet on alternate school days with each

class session lasting approximately 90 minutes. Its communicated purpose is to enhance

student success for those who participate.

Reflection- deep and thoughtful meditation and expression of one’s “espoused theories”

and “theories-in-use” (Argyris & Schön, 1974; Smith , 2001) in order to improve practice

and decision making (actions).

Reflective Practice- as Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) reveal, “Reflective practice, while

often confused with reflection, is neither a solitary nor a relaxed meditative

process…most successful as a collaborative effort” (p. 19). Osterman and Kottkamp

(1993) associate this concept closely with experiential learning (Dewey, 1938) and

continue by defining reflective practice as “…a means by which practitioners can develop

a greater level of self-awareness about the nature and impact of their performance…” (p.

19).

Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS)- The TAKS tests measure the

statewide curriculum for Texas public schools in reading at Grades 3-9, writing at Grades

4 and 7, English Language Arts at Grades 10 and 11, mathematics at Grades 3-11,
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science at Grades 5,10, and 11, and social studies at Grades 8, 10, and 11. These tests are

developed, administered, scored, and analyzed by the Student Assessment Division at the

Texas Education Agency (TEA, 2005).

Theory of Action- crediting the work of Argyris and Schön, Malen et al. (2002)

characterize the “theory of action” concept by stating:

…that individuals espouse “theories of action,” or sets of principles and

propositions to describe, assess, and defend the effectiveness of their behavior.

While these “theories of action” may be incomplete, untested, or even

contradictory, they constitute a framework that individuals use to guide, interpret

or justify their actions. (p. 113)

In this discussion of “theories of action,” the focus is on what one actually does (theories-

in-use) in relation to what one “says” he/she does (espoused theories).

Summary

Knowing what it takes to make educational improvements in the quest for

increased student success is simply not enough. This practitioner-based study solicits a

variety of research-based practices and strategies in order to take action on real issues as

they occur in real time. Harnessing the synergistic capacity of data-driven decision

making, collaboration, and reflection, the action research team is working to create a

more personalized environment for various ninth grade students that will ultimately lead

to academic success. The action research team will be able to investigate and take action

on improvement initiatives that should prove beneficial not only to their large suburban

high school, but also to other schools that face similar challenges and situations.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter provides a more thorough description of the major concepts and

strategies utilized in this study. The variety of literature reviewed in this chapter

contributed to the design and structure of the study in many ways. The research and

scholarly writings included in this chapter contributed to the decisions over research

design and how this study could add value in the field of education. Specifically, this

chapter includes a review of: (a) data-driven decision making, (b) collaboration and

reflection, (c) personalization, (d) theory of action, and (e) action research.

Data-Driven Decision Making

Bernhardt (1998) mentions that schools are powerful organizations having great

influence in the lives and futures of many children in this country. She continues by

stating, “Schools could, however, become even more powerfully efficient and effective

learning organizations if data played a more active role in their daily existence” (p. xiii).

In this time of increased accountability for all students (Anfara et al., 2003; NCREL,

2001), many schools and districts across the United States are quickly realizing that the

increased (and effective) use of data is not merely “a good suggestion.” With federal

accountability measures such as The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, and a host of

others at the state level, school leaders must embrace the comprehensive use and analysis

of data for continuous school-wide improvement (Downey et al., 2002; Johnson, 1997;

NASSP, 2004; NCREL, 2001; Wade, 2001).
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Purposeful use of data.

Data plays a key role in what should be the ultimate purpose of every school-

student success through increased learning and achievement (Bernhardt, 1998; Downey

et al., 2002; NASSP, 1999). As noted earlier, it is also imperative that schools focus on

all students being successful. This translates into the additional need for proper

disaggregation of data based on various student population and demographic groups

(Downey et al., 2002; NASSP, 2004; NCREL, 2001). As with the school site used for this

study, there are many schools that may not have significantly large numbers of various

population groups, yet there simply cannot be any excuse to overlook or neglect any

student group or any student. Schools committed to data-driven decision making [d3m]

are more likely to witness improvement efforts that better serve their ultimate purpose

(Anfara et al., 2003; Bernhardt, 1998; NASSP, 1999; Wade, 2001).

Under this increasing pressure to improve educational performance, d3m also

provides a more effective framework to evaluate which programs or initiatives are

working best or might have the greatest potential over time (Johnson, 1997). NASSP

(1999) adds:

Data collected at the beginning of a school improvement initiative can serve as

baseline information to assess progress toward the school’s long-term goals.

Periodic data collection thereafter provides insight on the realization of the goals

established from the school’s vision and as a formative assessment of continuous

change within a school. (p. 1)
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Schools simply cannot afford to make significant educational decisions without the

comprehensive use of data. As Wade (2001) relates, “…more schools across the country

are settling on the idea that carefully collected and analyzed data represent the key to

improvement in education” (¶ 2).

Despite the fact that most schools and districts across this country collect and use

large amounts of data, many do not have an efficient or effective system of using data in

a meaningful or purposeful way (Anfara et al., 2003; NASSP, 1999). Anfara et al. (2003)

and NASSP (2004) reveal that many schools do not use data for school improvement

initiatives; rather, they collect data primarily for administrative and managerial

requirements. Additionally, some school personnel may resist thorough data collection

and analysis for the underlying reason that it may reveal incompetence or deficiencies

that may otherwise never become exposed (Wade, 2001). Since most schools do not use

d3m appropriately (Downey et al., 2002; NASSP, 1999), it is imperative that identified

obstacles be addressed and overcome. As Bernhardt (1998) mentions:

Many schools gather data. Doing something with the data is sometimes where the

barriers begin. Perhaps it is pure optimism that gets in the way of analyzing data

in schools- “we hope the process we are using is the best we can do for our

children.” Whatever it is that keeps us from assessing our progress and products

adequately, we must learn to listen to, observe, and gather data from all sources,

so we know where we are going and how we are doing. (p. 5)

This statement by Bernhardt serves as a good transition into a discourse on more explicit

aspects and benefits of d3m for educational organizations.
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Role of data in constructing a school portrait.

Data provides the perfect starting point for schools as they begin any new

improvement initiative or program (Kinder, 2000). NASSP (1999) comments:

Baseline data collected early in the process provide a starting point to begin

establishing a school profile. The profile will help describe where a school “is” or

what it looks like, which is an integral part of a systemic school improvement

process. Prior to a school knowing where it wants to go and how it wants to get

there, it must first learn where it is. (p. 4).

In this sense, data assists in creating a portrait that helps to identify the school culture as

it currently exists and what areas of the culture must be addressed immediately (Anfara et

al., 2003; Wade, 2001). Recommendations would include making sure that school

personnel, especially teachers, have access to and understand the data that will drive

improvement efforts (Downey et al., 2002; Johnson, 1997; NASSP, 1999).

One way to create the most accurate and reliable portrait of a school is to utilize

multiple measures of data collection (Bernhardt, 1998; Wade, 2001). As NCREL (2001)

proclaims, “It is important to make decisions using multiple data sources because the

decisions are more reliable when several sources of information suggest the same story”

(p. 23). NASSP (1999, 2004) reveals this is not an easy task due to the immense amount

of possible sources and methods that a school might choose from to create and develop a

school profile. Bernhardt (1998) lists four measures of data collection- demographics,

school processes, student learning, and perceptions- that schools should apply to

improvement efforts. Similarly, NCREL (2001) emphasizes the use of assessment,
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student, perception, and program data for meaningful use in schools. However, NCREL

(2001) claims that “The initial and central focus point is on assessment data, data that

indicate what students know. Three other valuable types of data- student, program, and

perceptions- may contribute and give insight to assessment results” (p. 13). Either way, it

is clear in the literature on d3m that schools must apply multiple sources and methods of

data collection in order to effectively and efficiently carry out their ultimate mission.

Data as an ongoing evaluative tool.

With an understanding of the value of d3m at the beginning of school

improvement efforts, it is also important to consider the role of data in everyday decision-

making and problem solving in schools. With d3m set up as a “decision-support system,”

Kinder (2000) proclaims, “The feedback generated by data can help schools determine

whether or not they’re on the right track to improved student achievement and how fast

or slow they’re progressing” (Introduction section, ¶ 4). Applied correctly, d3m is not

based on “hunches” or “professional intuition” (Bernhardt, 1998; NCREL, 2001; Wade,

2001); rather, it uses empirically investigated facts to guide the decision-making process.

Likewise, when new programs or initiatives are implemented in schools, it is

critical to have data serve in an ongoing evaluative manner (Miller, 2000; Wade, 2001).

Data collection, analysis, and communication provide a means of justification to

interested stakeholders (Wade, 2001) and allows for timely and accurate interventions

during the implementation of any programs or initiatives (Johnson, 1997; NASSP, 1999).

D3m also establishes an effective way of realizing strengths and weaknesses of programs

(Downey et al., 2002; Wade, 2001), as well as identifying the “root causes of problems,
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so we can solve the problem and not the symptom” (Bernhardt, 1998, p. 2). Bernhardt

(1998) provides a very simple perspective of d3m use by stating, “… [to] determine if we

are ‘walking our talk’” (p. 2).

The benefits and necessities of data and d3m are clear, yet there is one final piece

to this puzzle that must be addressed- data literacy. Congruent with the misuse or lack of

use of data by schools and districts, teachers or other school personnel commonly do not

have what is known as proficient data literacy (NCREL, 2001). Bernhardt (1998) adds,

“Few people at schools and districts are adequately trained to gather and analyze data, or

establish and maintain databases” (p. 5). Even without comprehensive or formalized

trainings, there are ways to instill more d3m into the culture of the school. Kinder (2000)

encourages schools “to keep the data in front of their staff at all time” (Sharing the

Wealth section, ¶ 1). Johnson (1997) and NCREL (2001) recommend that schools

provide specific and purposeful professional growth opportunities in the area of data

literacy for all necessary personnel. It is unlikely that any effort to become more data-

driven will succeed without the proper foundation and support for those directly involved

in the process.

Data as a guide for collaboration and reflection.

Before engaging in a more thorough investigation of the collaboration and

reflection components of this study, it seems appropriate to discuss the relational aspects

between data and the combination of collaboration and reflection in education. If it is

good for teachers, or an entire school, to collaborate and reflect on improving student

success, what drives the conversation(s)? If everyone sat at the table and simply used
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“best guesses” or personal opinions as the basis for spending time and money on

improvement initiatives or programs, it is unlikely that everyone would ever agree or that

much would even change. NASSP (1999, 2004) and NCREL (2001) assert that data must

guide the collaborative/reflective process among team members in schools. Finally, as

Wade (2001) explains:

In learning to incorporate data analysis as a regular part of their professional

activity, teachers become more reflective about their teaching practices, less

reactive, less willing to accept easy answers, and more open-minded to solutions

based on the data they gather. (¶ 23)

Collaboration, Reflection, and Their Synergistic Relationship

Data and d3m play key roles in the quest for school improvement and increased

student success. What is needed, though, is a more thorough conceptualization of exactly

how the decision-making process occurs. Even with good data at their fingertips and a

solid understanding of what it means, schools must ensure that the decision-making

process itself has the ability to produce meaningful and productive results. While

collaboration and reflection are by no means new concepts or “buzzwords” in the field of

education, they have not always been accentuated in schools or in educational literature.

The purpose of this section is to highlight and emphasize the importance of collaboration

and reflection in a school’s decision-making process. Collaboration and reflection are not

only valuable as individual concepts, but are even more powerful when used in an

integrated fashion.

Characteristics of collaboration.
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In a discourse on the “rediscovery” of collaborative efforts for school

improvement, Lieberman (1986) conveys:

Collaborative work is a fresh and promising way of working that is both old and

new. It is old because many people have written about and experienced successful

cooperative working relationships before (see, for example, Miel et al. 1952, and

Corey, 1953) and new because, after several decades of reform effects, we are

once again confronting the necessity for working together….(p. 5)

With this new resurgence in collaborative or collective efforts among stakeholders in

education, there is now a variety of working definitions or conceptualizations of

collaboration. For the most part, collaboration is seen as a purposeful group process that

is focused on some type of problem-solving (Hanson, 2003; NCREL, 2001; Schrage,

1989). An additional component is the group’s focus on a specific goals, objectives, or

outcomes that drive the purpose of the collaborative effort (Conzemius & O’Neill, 2001;

Little, 1990; Schmoker & Marzano, 1999).

Conzemius and O’Neill (2001) mention some key aspects of collaboration that

play a significant role in this study:

It is the synergy created when a group’s effectiveness exceeds what individuals

can accomplish on their own. Collaboration doesn’t just mean staff members

feeling good about each other or liking each other. It is about creating an

environment- through structures, systems, processes, and policies- where

everyone contributes skills, knowledge, and experience to continuously improve

student learning. (p. 16)
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Friend and Cook (2003) provide some defining characteristics of collaboration that must

be applied as well. These characteristics are: (a) collaboration is voluntary, (b)

collaboration requires parity among participants, (c) collaboration is based on mutual

goals, (d) collaboration depends on shared responsibility for participation and decision

making, (e) individuals who collaborate share resources, and (f) individuals who

collaborate share accountability for outcomes (pp. 6-11). While there are immense

amounts of variations and styles of collaborative activity (Lieberman, 1986a), the

essential point is that collaboration must exist in schools to improve student success.

Benefits of collaboration.

Perhaps one of the most readily identifiable benefits of collaboration is in the area

of group and/or organizational learning. Collaboration is, by its very nature, a group

process that would require a minimum of at least two individuals. Herein lies the source

of its greatest strength for any organization- group learning transcends the learning

capabilities of solitary individuals (Gordon, 2004; Little, 1990; Marzano, 2001; Spillane

& Seashore-Louis, 2002). Hanson (2003) reiterates this sentiment by stating, “In short,

organizational knowledge is found in the collective interactions of the group and not in

the isolated knowledge of people who happen to be members of a group” (p. 277).

Even with this collective benefit for organizations (schools), the collaborative

process does provide enormous growth potential and satisfaction for individuals involved

in collaborative activity (Conzemius & O’Neill, 2001; Friend & Cook, 2003; Lippe,

2003). Calling on the work of L. S. Vygotsky, Downey et al. (2004) stress that dialogue

with others creates the opportunity for increased professional growth as opposed to
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solitary thoughts or reflections. In schools, teachers that regularly participate in

meaningful collaborative endeavors witness improvement in their instructional practices

and capacity (Fullan, 1992, 1993; Seashore-Louis, 2002). Furthermore, structured,

meaningful, and supported collaboration in schools usually results in high degrees of

teacher satisfaction and enthusiasm (Downey et al., 2004; Friend & Cook, 2003; Gordon,

2004), as well as increased student achievement (Conzemius & O’Neill, 2001; Marzano,

2001).

The collaborative process.

Documented in the literature and emphasized in this study is the necessity of

purposeful structure or delineated protocols for collaboration in schools (NASSP, 2004).

The Teacher Induction, Education, and Support (TIES) Program at the University of

Texas at Austin (n.d.) states that, “Protocols for conversation honor the words and

thinking of all participants, help teachers understand of the intent of their collaborative

effort (improving their work with students), and prevent the waste of precious time” (p.

4). Conflict is an inevitable facet of collaborative work and must be proactively

considered in any structured collaborative process (Friend & Cook, 2003; Lieberman,

1986; Little, 1990). Throughout time, the teaching profession has been characterized by

its independent or isolationist nature (Hanson, 2003). Under this assumption, Hargreaves

(1994) reminds that, “…the protection of [teacher’s] individuality, and their discretion of

judgment, is also a protection of their right to disagree and reflect critically on the values

and worth of what it is they are asked to collaborate about” (p. 191).
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In order for teachers to fully embrace collaborative activity, they need to feel a

sense of trust in the organization and in the collaborative process (Schrage, 1989; Senge

et al., 1994; Spillane & Seashore-Louis, 2002). This actually becomes a cyclical process

whereby trust is needed to generate collaboration and is actually increased through the

collaborative process (Fullan, 1993). The TIES Program (n.d.) declares,

“By…constructing protocols for conversation among teachers about their work,

principals can begin to alleviate some of the mistrust engendered by this isolating

profession” (p. 3).

Even with appropriate protocols and a sense of organizational trust for the

collaborative process, there are a few other barriers to successful collaborative activity

worth noting. Fullan (2001) proclaims, “Collaborative cultures, which by definition have

close relationships, are indeed powerful, but unless they are focusing on the right things

they may end up being powerfully wrong” (p. 67). Janis and Mann (1977) and Stolp

(1995) acknowledge a process known as groupthink, whereby most members conform to

a prevailing or dominant point of view by one or two members. Janis and Mann (1977)

offer recommendations to combat groupthink, such as having those in leadership roles

ensure the recognition and consideration of multiple points of view and creating

appropriate structures within the collaborative group to diffuse unhealthy conflict. Welch

(1998) recognizes that different individuals may bring different levels of commitment to

the collaborative process and that participants may have contradictory educational

philosophies that greatly inhibit collaborative activity.

Characteristics of reflection.
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While this study aims to concentrate more on reflective practice (Osterman &

Kottkamp, 1993) and the synergistic relationship between collaboration and reflection,

there are aspects of the term reflection that should be underscored before linking these

two concepts. Conzemius and O’Neill (2001) state, “…reflection is as much a mindset as

it is a process, or as set of tools or methods. Reflection is a way of thinking about the

world and one’s relationship to it” (p. 15). Reflection is based on deep and serious

thought about one’s actions and how to adjust or modify actions for improvement

(Conzemius & O’Neill, 2001; NCREL, 2001; Owsiak, 2002). Downey et al. (2004) assert,

“Reflective thinkers are people who are personally responsible for their own growth and

who are continuously analyzing their practice” (p. 3).

Historically, the concept of reflection has been a part of educational literature for

quite some time (Owsiak, 2002; Pearce, 1995). Most credit is given to John Dewey’s

work in experiential learning in the 1930’s (Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993). Owsiak (2002)

adds, “The focus on reflection was renewed beginning in the late 1970’s with the work of

Van Manen and then in the 1980’s with the work of Schon” (p. 13). Reflection continues

to be a major factor in recent work on supervisory practices (Downey et al., 2004) and

adult learning theory (Mezirow, 1998).

Benefits of the reflective process.

The benefits to basic individual reflection are profound. Educators engaging

personal reflection are more likely to witness higher levels of professional growth and

change (Conzemius & O’Neill, 2001; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993) and are more likely

to challenge the traditional methods of teaching and learning in schools (Schön, 1983).
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Reflection has also been known to play a crucial role in student achievement and success

(Conzemius & O’Neill, 2001). Downey et al. (2004) reveals:

For many years, the role of reflection has been one concept that has been thought

to connect to improved teacher competence over time, and it is also generally

accepted that there is a link between teacher reflection and improved student

learning. (p. 184)

Mezirow (1998) encourages that individuals go beyond mere reflection; instead, they

should practice critical reflection. He claims:

Critical reflection may be either implicit, as when we mindlessly choose between

good and evil because of our assimilated values, or explicit, as when we bring the

process of choice into awareness to examine and assess the reasons for making a

choice. (¶ 2)

In sum, reflection is a necessary and vital component of one’s decision making and

problem solving methodology as professional educators.

Collaboration and reflection as a combined force.

The concepts of collaboration and reflection bring immense individual value and

worth to the field of education, yet they become much more powerful when used in

conjunction with one another. This synergistic relationship creates enormous potential for

schools when utilized properly. There are a variety of terms in the literature that are used

to define the linkage of collaboration and reflection. There is also a distinct emphasis on

the need for schools to thoroughly and properly address the issues of structure, trust, and
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time in order to create a school culture that values the importance of collaboration and

reflection.

Traced back to the work of Dewey, Lewin, and Piaget, the theory of experiential

learning has been a key component in the concept of reflective practice (Chambers, 1995;

Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993; Owsiak, 2002). Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) explain

experiential learning as a cyclical process that holds experience as the foundation for

learning, yet they claim that reflection must be part of the process in order for actual

learning to occur. Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) then define reflective practice by

stating:

Reflective practice, while often confused with reflection, is neither a solitary nor a

relaxed meditative process. To the contrary, reflective practice is a challenging,

demanding, and often trying process that is most successful as a collaborative

effort. (p. 19)

Schön (1983) mentions that reflective practice should form the core of teacher

development, further highlighting the benefits of group over individual learning. The

description of reflective practice would not be complete without the role of personal

action theories. Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) reveal that personal action theories drive

the reflective practice concept. Thus, one’s espoused theories and/or theories-in-use

(Argyris & Schön, 1974) become vital in the success or failure in group reflection.

With the concept of reflective practice firmly rooted in the literature, others have

identified alternative ways of describing the combination of collaboration and reflection.

Owsiak (2002) prefers the term collective reflection, while NCREL (2001) refers to this
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combination as reflective collaboration. Whatever term is used, it is clear that educators

have much greater growth potential through the integration of collaboration and

reflection, rather than working in isolation (Downey et al., 2004; TIES, n.d.). The

ultimate goal is to enhance the decision-making process, and this synergistic process

holds great potential for any learning organization.

Even though the collaborative/reflective concept has tremendous potential for

enhancing the decision-making process in schools, it is much easier said than done.

NCREL (2001) prescribes that schools must dedicate specific and structured time to

reflective collaboration. Time is precious for professional educators, and it must be used

wisely. Additionally, school leaders must formalize a process that allows teachers to

collaborate and reflect together (Lieberman, 1986; NASSP, 2004; Owsiak, 2002;

Schmoker & Marzano, 1999). If this process is not given the proper time and structural

considerations, schools might find themselves in a culture of “contrived collegiality”

(Cooper, Fusarelli, & Randall, 2004). Unfortunately, contrived collegiality describes the

traditional learning environment witnessed in most schools, rather than the recommended

and dynamic collaborative reflective learning environment (Downey et al., 2004). Finally,

an atmosphere of trust must exist within the school or district to realize the full potential

of the collaborative/reflective marriage (Downey et al., 2004; Goldring & Greenfield,

2002).

Personalization

Somewhat new to educational literature is the recommendation for increased

personalization in a student’s learning environment. Many in education are quite familiar
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with the mandate of individualized learning plans and objectives for students receiving

special education services, yet this should not be confused with the idea of

personalization (Littky & Allen, 1999). In a discussion of what a personalized

environment looks like, NASSP (2004) proclaims:

In keeping with the sentiment implicit in the word, personalization can mean

different things to different people, but most definitions converge on a few

common principles associated with providing students with opportunities to

develop a sense of belonging to the school, a sense of ownership over the

direction of one’s learning, the ability to recognize options and to make choices

based on one’s own experience and understanding of the options. (p. 67)

To have a more personalized environment for students, the adults in the school

community must ensure that there are positive and supportive relationships between

students and adults (especially teachers). Essentially, one or more adults in the school

must know the students well in order to assist them in making better choices and

decisions for their future (Lisi, 2003; Littky & Allen, 1999; Sizer, 1999).

Benefits of personalization.

The benefits of increased personalization in schools are quite diversified and

comprehensive. NASSP (2004) states, “Research shows that personalized learning

initiatives can increase attendance, decrease dropout rates, and decrease disruptive

behavior” (p. 69). This sentiment is echoed by McLaughlin and Talbert (1990), who also

add that the personal bonds formed between adults and students provide a much better

way to engage at-risk students. Personalized environments, as opposed to traditional
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school environments, allow students to move out of the shadows of anonymity and

become much more invested partners in their learning (Clark, 2003; McLaughlin &

Talbert, 1990). There is evidence that personalization also leads directly to increased

student achievement (Clark, 2003; McLaughlin & Talbert, 1990).

In the typical model of personalization, students are not the only ones to witness

direct benefits. McLaughlin and Talbert (1990) relate, “Teachers working in personalized

environments rate personal contact with and the ability to get to know students as among

the most satisfying aspects of their teaching” (p. 230). This more personalized

relationship between students and teachers creates a sort of personal accountability for

everyone involved (Clark, 2003; Lisi, 2003; McLaughlin & Talbert, 1990). In a more

personalized environment, the adults in the school are more likely to become aware of

just how influential they can be on a student’s life and direction. Once the impersonal

barriers of traditional school are breached, a new world of lifelong learning is much more

likely to exist (Littky & Allen, 1999; Mero, Hartzman, & Boone, 2005).

Characteristics of personalization in schools.

What does a personalized environment actually look like? How do teachers or

other adults in the school community get to know each student well enough to assist them

in making important decisions that affect their future? One method evident and

recommended in the literature is to have a personal adult advocate for each student

(NASSP, 1997a; NASSP, 2004). NASSP (1997a) declares: 

Support for the personal adult advocate program grows out of the belief that

young people can profit from a close association with at least one school-
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associated adult in their lives and that the establishment of this relationship cannot

be left to chance. (p. 1)

In their recent publication, Breaking Ranks: Strategies for Leading High School Reform,

NASSP (2004) recommends and emphasizes, “Every high school student will have a

Personal Adult Advocate to help him or her personalize the educational experience” (p.

85). The personal adult advocate system could exist in a variety of ways, but should be

formally structured in some manner to ensure its viability.

Another strategy in creating more personalization for students is through Personal

Plans of Progress (NASSP, 1997b; NASSP, 2004). The key factor in this concept is the

involvement of the student. Mentioned previously, individualized plans for students are

not new to education and have been important components for students in special

programs (Littky & Allen, 1999; NAASP, 1997b). Clark (2003) asserts, “Personal

learning requires the active direction of the student; individualization lets the school tailor

the curriculum to scaled assessments of interest and abilities” (p. 4). Clark (2003),

Downey et al. (2002), and NASSP (2004) stress the importance of a student being

directly involved in setting their own direction and monitoring personal progress

continually. While this program or plan cannot ensure student success, “…it can go a

long way toward guaranteeing that each student gains as much as possible from his or her

academic experience” (NASSP, 1997b, p. 14).

As with any new concept or program schools may consider, there are limitations

or challenges that must be addressed if personalization is to have a meaningful existence

in schools. The traditional and common structure of most high schools in this country
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does not necessarily lend itself to promoting a highly personalized environment (Clark,

2003; NASSP, 1997a; Sizer, 1999). Also, the high school years are not always an easy

time period for young adults. Littky and Allen (1999) relate, “In high schools, where kids

are facing the tremendous physical, emotional, and intellectual upheaval of adolescence,

teachers must know students’ backgrounds, personalities, families, educational histories,

and more in order to reach them” (p. 26). To personalize the high school environment is

not an easy task and requires a very different way of thinking for those who work directly

with students (Sizer, 1999). It is a value-laden process and simply cannot be

accomplished without comprehensive systemic change (Clark, 2003).

Theory of Action

As noted in Chapter 1, this action research study uses a tiered objective approach

as a means of identifying and evaluating its dependent variables (the three aims of the

study). This framework is constructed using a theory of action approach seen most

prominently in the work of Patton (1997). Malen et al. (2002) contribute an historical

account of this concept:

This notion is frequently associated with Argyris and Schon (1982), who argue

that individuals espouse “theories of action,” or sets of principles and propositions

to describe, assess and defend the effectiveness of their behavior. While these

“theories of action” may be incomplete, untested, or even contradictory, they

constitute a framework that individuals use to guide, interpret or justify their

actions. (p. 113)
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Argyris and Schön (1974) provide the foundation of action theory or theories of action

with their work on espoused theories and theories-in-use. In this line of thought, the

critical question becomes, “Are we actually doing what we say we’re doing?” (Bolman &

Deal, 1997; Malen et al., 2002; Patton, 1997; Smith, 2001). While recognizing the

importance of Argyris and Schön’s work, Patton (1997) adds, “The phrase theories of

action refers specifically to how to produce desired results in contrast to theories in

general, which explain why some phenomenon of interest occurs” (p. 221).

A theory of action framework is used in this study because of its unique capacity

for blending action research methodology and forms of program evaluation. Similar to

government agencies or foundations, schools must continually evaluate the many

programs they initiate or depend on for any multitude of reasons (Malen et al., 2002;

Patten, 2004). In this study, the chain of objectives or aims that form the basis of data

collection guide the formative and summative evaluation that must take place (Patten,

2004). Patton’s (1997) use of immediate, intermediate, and ultimate aims in a theory of

action concept is actually part of a larger emphasis on utilization-focused evaluation

(Patton, 1997). In this study, the action research team will collect and analyze data during

the implementation phase of the ROCK course (immediate and intermediate aims), which

can ultimately be described as formative evaluation. Then, a form of summative

evaluation is necessary to understand the impact of the ultimate aim- student success for

those participating in the ROCK course.

Action Research
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Over the years, scholars have utilized various methods and styles of research that

have, in their own unique way, contributed to the development of theory and improved

practice for educators. Under the scrutiny of more formal and rigorous research standards,

scholars who conduct investigative inquiries in the field of education are usually in the

role of “outsider looking in.” Additionally, it has only been since the late 1960’s that

qualitative research methods have gained the necessary recognition as a valuable and

meaningful form of educational inquiry (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). With scholars

continually reaching out and embracing new concepts and standards of “quality” research,

educational leaders are realizing the validity and value of more practitioner-centered

methods of inquiry (Anderson & Jones, 2000; Riehl, Larson, Short, & Reitzug, 2000).

Historical notations of action research.

Before visiting the literature to develop a working definition of action research, a

brief historical notation is warranted. As previously mentioned, qualitative methods of

research were not widely accepted in the scholarly community until the late 1960’s

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982). As a form of inquiry with qualitative underpinnings, action

research actually began well before the 1960’s, but, like any form of qualitative research,

has only gained popularity and increased validity in recent times. Tracing the historical

roots of action research, Dixon-Kraus (2003) provides:

Kurt Lewin used the term action research in the 1940’s to describe the

application of social science inquiry methods to improving practice in schools by

solving practical problems and contributing to theory and knowledge in education
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(Oja & Smulyan, 1989). Inherent in Lewin’s description were the dual purposes

of putting theory into practice and creating theory out of practice. (p. 4-5)

Gaining increasing notoriety and renewed interest in the 1980’s, action research provided

the methodological framework for reflective inquiry and teacher-led research (Dixon-

Kraus, 2003). In fact, the vast majority of action research studies were conducted by

individual or groups of teachers in the classroom context (Best & Kahn, 1998; Dixon-

Kraus, 2003; Miller, 2000; Riehl et al., 2000). It has only been since the late 1990’s that

school administrators have been conducting action research projects- mainly in the form

of doctoral dissertations or academic presentations (Anderson & Jones, 2000; Riehl et al.,

2000).

Characteristics of action research.

What exactly is action research? As with any other form of research methodology,

action research studies exist in a variety of forms and may be guided by different

standards and procedures, yet they all have the same basic philosophical core. “Action

research is focused on immediate application, not on the development of theory or on

generalization of applications” (Best & Kahn, 1998, p. 21). Best and Kahn (1998) also

proclaim that action research studies are meant for the local setting alone and are not

concerned with universal validity. Anderson and Jones (2000) and Winter (n.d.) add that

action research is not about adding to the “literature;” rather, it focuses more on problem-

solving and learning within the actual setting.
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One of the key aspects to action or practitioner-led research is the value of the

researcher being an “insider” and the intimate and direct relationship between research

and practice (Riehl et al., 2000). Winter (n.d.) adds to this by stating:

…action research reports tend to present knowledge in the form of narratives of

personal experience, derived from collaboration between ‘equal partners’ and

giving a voice to those who are (relatively at least) culturally and politically

silenced by the conventional structures of social inquiry…. And it prides itself on

producing specific practical changes and ‘empowerment effects’, at least as much

as on any general theoretical ‘results.’ (¶1)

It is important to note that the literature on action research does not depreciate traditional

scholarly literature. In fact, there is evidence that practitioners who become generators of

knowledge through action research studies are much more likely to seek out research

from ‘outside’ scholars (Anderson & Jones, 2000). Under these circumstances, an

increase in action research studies conducted by teachers and/or administrators may

actually promote the usefulness of traditional scholarly research.

School administrators and action research.

As mentioned in the previous section, most action research studies in the past

were conducted by teachers with the classroom being the primary setting for the study.

Rarely have school administrators been known to initiate and participate in action

research studies…until recently (Anderson & Jones, 2000). Likewise, academic

preparation programs in institutions of higher learning are finally beginning to realize the

value and validity of practical research studies in the development of educational
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administrators (Riehl et al., 2000; Smylie, 2000). This ‘evolution’ of academic

preparation is significant because many practicing administrators would not normally

have the time to engage in traditional methods of research required for a doctoral

dissertation or other scholarly publication. Practical research with practical application to

the researcher’s natural setting is not only attractive, but very worthwhile for any

administrator. Quoting the work of Riehl, Larson, Short, and Reitzug (2000), Smylie

(2000) confirms the notion of this new shift for administrators to go, “…beyond the

traditional conceptions of research toward the development of alternative ways of

inquiring in educational administration, ways that are careful and systematic and at the

same time, personally meaningful and congruent methodologically with the problems

they are addressing” (¶ 1).

The benefits of educational administration-driven action research studies have the

potential to extend well beyond the personal and professional growth of individual school

administrators. Riehl et al. (2000) discuss how practical research by school administrators

could provide a wealth of meaningful information for the local school community.

Anderson and Jones (2000) add that insider research could redefine academic rigor in

research, have external and internal validity, allow for immediate transformation of

practice, support the construction of grounded theory, and be very applicable to other

educational settings. While the intent of a practitioner-led action research study may only

be to enhance the decision-making capability in a solitary school setting, results and

findings of the study may actually be quite applicable in other school settings due to the

similar challenges and choices that must be made by other practitioners. In the very least,
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an entire school district or community might find significant worth in a study produced in

their own “backyard.” Riehl et al. (2000) established five suggestions that would be

useful for guiding the new conceptions of inquiry in educational administration:

Research in educational administration ought to [a] present new knowledge to its

audience(s)… [b] be relevant to identifying, analyzing, and solving significant

educational problems… [c] provide appropriate warrants for its assertions and

conclusions… [d] be communicated effectively to its primary audience… [e] be

subject to public evaluation. (pp. 402-406)

The growing demands and challenges facing the education world are forcing

practitioners and scholars to become evolutionary and revolutionary in their thoughts and

processes for making decisions. While there will never be one best way to solve

educational dilemmas, action research methods do have the potential to make significant

contributions in the field of education. As Anderson and Jones (2000) emphasize:

We do believe … that intentional, systematic, and disciplined inquiry on

educational practice by ‘insiders,’ although fraught with unique epistemological,

methodological, political, and ethical dilemmas, has great potential for

challenging, confirming, and extending current theory and for identifying new

dimensions of administrative practice for study.2 (p. 430)
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This chapter provides a description of the design and methodology of this action

research study. After revisiting the purpose of the study, this chapter will define and

delineate the data collection and analysis procedures. Attention will also be focused on

the context, participants, and limitations of the study.

Harnessing the synergistic capacity of data-driven decision making, collaboration,

and reflection, the action research team is working to create a more personalized

environment for various ninth-grade students that will ultimately lead to academic

success. Under the theory of action framework, immediate, intermediate, and ultimate

aims are identified and comprise the study’s dependent variables. The independent

variable in this study is the student success course known as ROCK- a newly created

elective course for incoming ninth-grade students at RRHS.

As stated in Chapter 1, the aims of this action research study in a large suburban

high school are as follows:

1. Immediate- that the action research team members will gain significant

professional growth through the use of data-driven decision making [d3m],

collaboration, and reflection as they design and implement a course of study

promoting student success- ROCK.

2. Intermediate- as a result of using d3m, collaboration, and reflection strategies, the

action research team will provide a more personalized educational experience for
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the ROCK students as evidenced by feedback from student work and teacher

interviews.

3. Ultimate- that the ninth-grade students who take and complete the ROCK course

will be more successful than students who do not complete the ROCK course.

Student success will be measured in following categories of data: (a) core and

overall academic course credits, (b) results on 2006 Reading and Math TAKS

tests, (c) student attendance, and (d) student disciplinary infractions.

Research Design

Due to the highly qualitative nature of action research, it is helpful to note some

of the key methodological aspects of qualitative research. As Snape and Spencer (2003)

proclaim:

These key aspects include: the overall research perspective and the importance of

the participants’ frame of reference; the flexible nature of research design; the

volume and richness of qualitative data; the distinctive approaches to analysis and

interpretation; and the kind of outputs that derive from qualitative research. (p. 3)

The degree of complexity in human behavior can be most clearly understood through in-

depth investigative methods in a naturalistic setting (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Ritchie,

2003; Yin, 1994). Bogdan and Biklen (1982) state, “In education, qualitative research is

frequently called naturalistic because the researcher hangs around where the events he or

she is interested in naturally occur” (p. 3). More specifically, this study is an evaluative

case study utilizing action research methods. According to Lewis (2003), “Case studies
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involve capturing multiple perspectives which are rooted in a specific setting, and

provide detailed understanding which is holistic and contextualized” (p. 75).

For added value in this study, a mixed methods approach (Patten, 2004; Ritchie,

2003) will be incorporated into the data collection procedures. Although the action

research team will delineate the specific criteria and methods of measurement, some

quantitative application of student assessment/behavioral data (NCREL, 2001) will be

necessary. The combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies is considered a

common feature in the case study approach (Ritchie, 2003; Yin, 1994). In a discussion of

mixing qualitative and quantitative methods, Ritchie also states, “Each of the two

research approaches provides a distinctive kind of evidence and used together they can

offer a powerful resource to inform and illuminate policy or practice” (p. 38).

While necessary to understand the qualitative and quantitative aspects of this case

study, it is may be even more important to focus on the nature of action research itself.

According to Riehl et al. (2000):

In action research, practitioners are not only collaborators but also the principal

agents of the activity (e.g., Argyris, Putnam, & Smith, 1985; Lewin, 1948).

Action research honors practitioners’ ability to understand their own situations,

conduct deeply meaningful inquiry, and put new knowledge to work. (p. 397).

Building on this idea, Miller (2000) claims, “Action research is a formative study of

progress, requiring regular and frequent data collection so that changes and trends can be

seen” (p. 9). In many ways, an educational practitioner who engages in an action research

study is simply doing his/her job, yet taking the time to be much more systematic and
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reflective about gathering data and applying the findings back into the natural setting.

The author of this study will have the responsibility of facilitating the action research

process and ensuring the quality of its methods, findings, and conclusions.

Limitations

As with any method of study, action research is not without its imperfections and

questions of validity and trustworthiness. Best and Kahn (1998) state, “Many observers

have disparaged action research as nothing more than the application of common sense or

good management” (p. 22). Anderson and Jones (2000) warn that action research does

provide a limited perspective over life in the organization (school). Essentially, these

practitioner accounts of reality are merely constructions of reality and should be viewed

with caution (Anderson & Jones, 2000; Carter, 1993).

Anderson and Jones (2000) also reveal that insider research, “…raises

epistemological problems in the sense that unexamined, tacit knowledge of a site tends to

be impressionistic – full of bias, prejudice, and unexamined impressions and assumptions

that need to be brought to the surface and examined” (p. 443). When comparing and

contrasting conventional social inquiry and action research methods, Winter (n.d.) notes:

Action research reports risk being marginalized or even rejected, by senior

managers, or academics, or officials in charge of allocating research funds, as

merely partisan or sentimentally idealistic, as merely voices of dissent or

exercises in raising morale, as simply lacking the validity and reliability of

‘proper research.’ (Introduction sec., ¶ 2)
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All of these are valid concerns and should be dealt with seriously. While the goal or

purpose of action research study may not be to qualify for a scholarly publication, any

method of inquiry should be conducted in a manner that allows for careful attention to

issues that challenge its trustworthiness and validity (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Lewis &

Ritchie, 2003; Scheurich, 1997).

The dual role of the author as an administrator on campus and a member of the

action research team raise immediate concerns in this study. This is an issue mainly in the

area of trust, which is a significant factor to establish and maintain for this process

(Fullan, 1993; Goldring & Greenfield, 2002; Spillane & Seashore-Louis, 2002).

Additionally, the researcher does have administrative oversight of the school’s Special

Education department; however, the researcher will not function in an evaluative or

supervisory role over the teacher members. The publicized success or failure of the

ROCK course is not the objective of this study; however, the study will most likely serve

as an interventionist method of motivation that might not normally exist in such an

undertaking.

Another limitation that must be considered is the sampling of students that

actually participated in a ROCK class during the year. Different groups of counselors and

teachers worked with the four feeder middle schools to provide information and

descriptions of the new ROCK course to incoming ninth-grade students. Feedback from

the ROCK teachers early in the school year indicated that most students who did sign up

for the class had been given a variety of explanations concerning the purpose of the

course. Often times, students were simply placed in the class to fill a “hole” in the
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schedule. Thus, there were many different motivations or reasons why a student would

even sign up for the ROCK course- some voluntary and some involuntary.

The size and type of the school setting is a major limitation for generalization

purposes. Evaluative case studies may reap certain benefits from in-depth investigation

and analysis of a single site, yet these types of studies also inhibit replicability and

generalization to most schools or districts. While this study holds great potential and

value to the school in which it is situated, its findings would need to be combined with

many other similar case studies to have much impact on the educational literature.

Also, the majority of the qualitative data will come solely from the members of

the action research team. The team’s knowledge of the various strategies utilized in this

study, their life experiences, professional training, and motivation will most certainly

impact the boundaries and limits of this study and its possibilities. Despite these or any

other limitations, this action research project will prove very beneficial to those involved

and the educational community they serve.

Organizational Setting

The school.

The large suburban high school in which this study takes place (Venture High

School or VHS) is one of four comprehensive high schools (serving grades 9-12) in a

growing Texas school district (Venture ISD)1. At the time of this study, the school district

1Venture High School and Venture ISD are fictional names used to conceal the identity of

the actual school and district used in this study.
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reported a total enrollment of 37,865 students in Early Childhood Education through

grade 12. Venture High School has approximately 2,250 students enrolled in grades 9-12

with approximately 145 professional staff units (teachers, administration, and

professional support staff) on campus. VHS currently operates under an alternating block

schedule which offers eight 90-minute class periods- four periods per day that meet every

other day each week.

For purposes of this study, the focus will be on the ninth-grade class for the 2005-

2006 school year; therefore, student data on this individual class of students is most

important. It is must be noted that students coded as ninth-graders at VHS may not

necessarily all be incoming (or true) freshmen. Any student enrolled at the school that

does not have at least six high school credits would be coded as a ninth-grade student.

Thus, ninth-grade students at the school include all incoming and/or “repeat” freshmen.

The ROCK class is intended for incoming ninth-graders only, yet it is possible for any

student to gain access to the course through appropriate levels of administrative approval.

Approximately 29% of the ninth-grade students at VHS are classified as

Economically Disadvantaged. About 8% of these same students receive special education

services and over 5% are classified as Limited English Proficient (LEP). The ethnic

distributions in the class are as follows: African American- 10.1%, Hispanic- 27.6%,

White- 57.5%, Native American- 0.4%, and Asian/Pacific Islander- 4.3% (TEA, 2005).

It is an inescapable fact that ninth-graders in a comprehensive high school are an

especially challenging group of students. This scenario is no different at VHS. An

example of this concern lies in the failure rates of ninth-graders compared to the other
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grades in the school. During the fall semester of 2004-2005, 36% of all ninth-grade

students at VHS failed at least one course. This number rose to 41% for the spring

semester of the same school year. For grades 10-12 combined, the percentage of students

failing at least one course in the fall and spring semesters of 2004-2005 was 26% and

29% respectively. The case for VHS becomes even more alarming when comparing the

percentage of ninth-grade students failing three or more courses (17.6%) to the other

three grade levels combined (9.5%) for both semesters of this same school year. There

are numerous other variables that highlight the challenging issues facing VHS and, in

particular, the issues concerning ninth-grade students; however, it will be up to the action

research team to more clearly define and outline the specific areas to target and measure

during this study.

This large suburban high school is in the early stages of a school-wide effort to

establish a culture that is willing to do something different in order to make a difference

in the lives of its students. Groups of very involved and passionate teachers spent a great

deal of time and effort during the 2004-2005 school year researching and investigating

the correlation of smaller learning environments and increased student success. Surveys

were taken from students, teachers, and parents in the spring of 2004 indicating that VHS

could do a much better job of personalizing the educational experience and promoting

student success. All members of the action research team in this study understand that

student success is “the bottom line” and view the ROCK course as a unique and creative

way to apply the research-based strategies and recommendations accentuated in this

study.
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The ROCK course.

The action research team in this study includes an assistant principal for

curriculum (the author) and four teachers. These four teachers all belong to the special

education department on campus and are the only teachers on the campus who will be

teaching one or more sections of the ROCK course. Three of the teachers will teach only

one section of this course, and the fourth teacher will be assigned two sections. In the

dual role of observer participant (Gordon, 2004) and campus administrator, the author

will play an active role in this study, but shall primarily serve to facilitate the action

research process and ensure the highest degree of methodological quality.

Due to financial and personnel constraints on the school, only five sections of this

course per semester are available to interested ninth-grade students. This allows for a

total of ten 18-week sections of the ROCK course for the 2005-2006 school year. While

the ROCK course hopes to have a close representation of all student population groups at

RRHS, special education students must be enrolled in order to justify the assignment of

special education teachers to teach a general education course of study. The

recommended number of ninth-grade students allowed in any given section of a ROCK

class is 20, but the mobility of students in and out of classes at VHS will affect class size

on a continual basis.

Finally, it is worthwhile to transcribe the meaning of this “Reaching Out

Capturing Kids” course. Originating from the thoughts of another campus administrator

and one of the teachers on the action research team, the title of the ROCK course was

inspired by an intensive training session created and administered by The Flippen Group
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known as Capturing Kids’ Hearts. Many members of the RRHS faculty, as well as all

members of the action research team, have participated in this training and acknowledge

its value in building meaningful relationships between adults and students. While

Capturing Kids’ Hearts may be credited with a portion of the philosophical

underpinnings for the ROCK course, the actual design, implementation, and evaluation of

this course will occur during the duration of this study.

Participants and Study Sample

The selection of the action research team members in this study was made simple

by the fact that all teachers who volunteered to teach a section of the ROCK course were

included. It is important to note that all four of these teachers were very influential in

gathering the necessary data for and formally requesting that the ROCK course be offered

to incoming ninth-graders in the fall of 2005. Also, all four team members are working as

an action research group under the school’s Appraisal By Collaboration (ABC)

framework. Therefore, participation in this study comes with predetermined motivation

and enthusiasm for such a project.

The teachers on the action research team are all members of the VHS Special

Education department. Three of the four team members are female with only one male

teacher in the group. Table 1 represents the total number of years of experience for each

of the action research team members, as well as the number of years all four teachers

have spent working together at VHS. Based on the information in Table 1, it is evident

that all four of the team members may be considered “experienced” educators. As a

combined group, they bring over 50 years of educational experience and have been
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working together in the Special Education department at VHS for four years. There were

no specifications as to years of experience necessary to be a participant in this study.

These were simply the teachers interested and available to teach the ROCK course. While

this exact group did work as an ABC group during the previous school year, this is the

first time that they will be teaching the same course at VHS.

Table 1

Profile of Action Research Team Members- Teachers

Team Member Years in Education Years at VHS

Team Member #1 20 13

Team Member #2 18 16

Team Member #3 11 11

Team Member #4 8 4

Note. Numerical values for Years in Education and Years at VHS include the 2005-2006 school year.

Therefore, Team Member #1 has 19 years of experience in education prior to the 2005-2006 school year.

The students that comprise the study sample for the intermediate and ultimate

aims of this action research project are all ninth-graders taking the ROCK course at VHS

during the 2005-2006 school year. Because students are selected based on their

enrollment in the ROCK course, this is a form of purposive sampling (Ritchie, Lewis, &

Elam, 2003). The ROCK course is an 18-week elective course, which means that the

students will only have direct interaction with the teachers in either the fall or spring

semesters. There are approximately 160 total students enrolled in the ROCK course for
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the entire school year- about half in the fall and spring semesters respectively. Out of

approximately 700 students in the ninth grade, nearly 23% of the ninth-grade class is

scheduled to take the ROCK course; however, only those students who receive a grade

for all three six weeks in a given semester of the ROCK class will be included in the

study sample. A student may transfer between ROCK class periods in the same semester

and still be included in the study sample as long as they receive a grade for all three six

weeks. Even though a student may receive credit for the ROCK class in the fall or spring,

he/she may not be included in the study sample if the aforementioned requirements have

not been met. For example, a student who transfers into a ROCK class during the second

six weeks of the class will not be included in the sample unless he/she transferred from

another ROCK class during the same semester.

Data Collection and Procedures

Despite its predominantly qualitative nature, this study will employ a mixed

qualitative and quantitative methodological approach (Patten, 2004; Ritchie, 2003). The

three aims under the theory of action framework allow for a variety of data collection

methods intended to enhance the quality of the study. Each aim, or goal, has its own

unique facet of data collection methods and procedures.

It will be up to the action research team to more clearly delineate what variables

should be included in the investigation of student “success.” Whereby many people

outside of the realm of a specific school community or campus may only look at “the

numbers,” the action research team has the latitude of defining what student success

could mean in the context of this particular study. Data will be collected in multiple ways
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and in multiple areas to make the most effective determination of student success for

these ninth-graders at VHS. Ultimately, student credits and performance on mandated

high-stakes tests from the state are critical for individual and school accountability and

will definitely play a major role in the determination of student success.

Immediate aim.

The immediate aim seeks to uncover the amount of professional growth

experienced by the action research team members as they work under a

collaborative/reflective process. The multiple sources of data gathered for the immediate

aim in this study will be qualitative in nature. The author will collect documentary,

observational, and individual/focus group interview data (Malen et al., 2002) throughout

the school year to analyze results for the immediate aim. Measurement of significant

professional growth under the immediate aim will be based on how well the team

members use d3m, structured collaboration, and reflective practice as they design and

implement the ROCK course. This allows for a great deal of subjectivity on the part of

the researcher. As a participant/observer in the study, the researcher understands the

challenge of reliability in such a determination and includes this facet as a limitation to

the study.

Documentary and observational data for the immediate aim will primarily come

from classroom observations, informal meeting records, and classroom activity products.

Focus group interviews that include all action research team members will take place

once every nine weeks for during the school year. This plan allows for a “debriefing” and

more formal group collaborative reflection opportunity at the mid-point and ending of
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each semester. The author will facilitate each focus group interview with the action

research team members utilizing a flexible interviewing protocol. Individual interviews

with each team member will be scheduled at the conclusion of the school year (late May

of 2006). Thus, the study will contain four individual interviews to complement the four

focus group interviews for the entire school year. The combination of all interview,

observational, and documentary data enhances the richness and variety of qualitative data

necessary to fully understand the human activity being investigated in the immediate aim

(Fetterman, 1998).

Intermediate aim.

The intermediate aim focuses on student personalization of the educational

experience at VHS. Here, it is the objective of the teachers (action research team

members) to use the ROCK course as a means to work toward overall student success

through personalization strategies. During the focus group and individual interviews,

specific questions will be designed to gather information from the team members on how

the personalization aspect of their course is progressing. This strategy will allow the

author to obtain in-depth qualitative data on the intermediate aim.

Unlike the immediate aim, however, quantitative methods will also be

incorporated in the data gathering process. Ritchie (2003) proclaims, “The need to use

qualitative and quantitative methods is particularly evident in evaluative studies. Indeed,

it could be argued that it is not possible to carry out comprehensive evaluation without

the use of both methodologies” (p. 42). In this study, feedback from students in the form

of in-class assessments created by the teachers will be used to gain necessary insight into
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the overall school experience of participating students. Specifically, the assessment

information will include a personalization aspect that will serve as the focal point for the

action research team. Confidentiality of students will at no time be violated in any

documents used in data collection. The teachers are allowed and encouraged to bring

student work to formal and informal interviews and share any relevant or significant

information without disclosing student names or any form of individual student

identification.

Ultimate aim.

The ultimate aim seeks to determine student success through participation in the

ROCK course. As stated specifically in the ultimate aim, student success will be

measured in following categories of data: (a) core and overall academic course credits, (b)

results on 2006 Reading and Math TAKS tests, (c) student attendance, and (d) student

disciplinary infractions. While it is possible that not every student will take one or both of

the designated TAKS tests for ninth-graders, TAKS scores are a key component of the

accountability system for public schools in Texas and will be included to the highest

degree possible in this study.

Every ninth-grade student at VHS has the opportunity to earn four academic

credits in each semester- a total of eight possible credits for the school year. In this study,

the action research team will compare student grades on the four “core” academic courses

(Math, English/Language Arts, Science, and Social Studies) between ninth-grade students

who participate in and complete the ROCK course and those students who do not. The
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team will also gather information on the amount of total academic credits earned by these

same groups of students.

Attendance and disciplinary information used in the ultimate aim’s findings come

from data entered by the various staff members on the campus. Teachers are responsible

for reporting student absences and tardies through a district-purchases software program.

Such data is as accurate as the teachers are at entering it into the system. Disciplinary

data will be obtained from campus discipline reports entered by staff support personnel in

the student discipline office. Referrals for excessive tardies and excessive absences will

not be included in disciplinary data analysis due to similar information provided in the

attendance category.

Data Analysis

The variety of data collection methods in this study brings both positive and

negative potential to proper data analysis. Concerning the immediate aim and its highly

qualitative nature, Spencer, Ritchie, and O’Connor (2003) indicate:

Analysis requires an organizational and conceptual structure that allows the

researcher to gain an overview of the data, carry out different analytic tasks and

make sense of the evidence collected. This structure needs to permit continuing

and iterative movement between the original data and the conceptualization,

abstraction and interpretation derived from them. (p. 217)

The documentary, observational, and interview data will be transcribed, coded, indexed,

and organized for the most accurate and trustworthy representation possible (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985; Ritchie, Spencer, & O’Connor, 2003). Emerging themes will be processed
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under the framework of professional growth and benefits of the strategies utilized in the

study.

It is important that the author ensures the highest degree of trustworthiness in this

study. Special care and attention must be paid to the conventional criteria of internal

validity, external validity, reliability, and objectivity (Lewis & Ritchie, 2003; Lincoln &

Guba, 1985; Patten, 2004). Three techniques recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985)

to assist in establishing trustworthiness in this study are:

…activities that make it more likely that credible findings and interpretations will

be produced (prolonged engagement, persistent observation, and triangulation); an

activity that provides an external check on the inquiry process (peer

debriefing); …and an activity providing for the direct test of findings and

interpretations with the human sources from which they have come- the

constructors of the multiple realities being studied (member checking). (p. 301)

The author will also utilize two “critical friends” to serve as outside and non-partial sources

of critique and questioning over the interpretations of data and methods of data analysis.

A goal of this study is to collect data on all ninth-grade students at VHS. By

including all ninth-grade students in the collection of data for the intermediate and

ultimate aims, the issues with sampling errors in quantitative analysis will not be a major

concern for this study (Patten, 2004). As is common with case studies, this is considered

a small population sample that may not be easily transferable or generalized to other

educational settings (Lewis & Ritchie, 2003); however, the study will have a direct

impact on the students and adults that function in the VHS educational community. The
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author will take full responsibility for adhering to the principles of trustworthiness in

satisfying the requirements of scholarly publication.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to utilize the strategies of collaboration, reflection,

data-driven decision making, and action research in an effort to promote teacher

professional growth, personalize students’ educational experience, and increase student

success in a large suburban high school. This chapter highlights all relevant sources of

data for the most effective analysis of the study’s findings. The chapter is divided into

five main sections. The first section provides a chronological presentation of the ROCK

course and data gathered for the study. The immediate, intermediate, and ultimate aims of

this study comprise the next three sections of data presentation. The fifth and final section

serves as a summary of findings for the study. This last section will not attempt to draw

significant conclusions from the data; rather, it will highlight important facets of study’s

three aims.

In order to appropriately address the three aims of the study, a mixed methods

approach to the data collection process was necessary (Patten, 2004; Ritchie, 2003).

Merriam (2001) proclaims:

Understanding the case in its totality, as well as the intensive, holistic description

and analysis of characteristic of a case study, mandates both breadth and depth of

data collection. Data collection in a case study is a recursive, interactive process

in which engaging in one strategy incorporates or may lead to subsequent sources

of data. (p. 134)
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The primary sources of data collected in this study are distinctly qualitative in nature-

focus group interviews, individual interviews, observations, and various documents, such

as student work, researcher field notes, and teacher materials. Quantitative data in this

chapter includes information such as student grades, TAKS test results, attendance,

tardies, disciplinary infractions, core academic course credits (English, Math, Science,

and Social Studies), overall credits earned, and participation in various programs or

activities at school. Quantitative data will be disaggregated by various student population

codes, such as ethnicity, economically disadvantaged, special education, limited English

proficient, and at-risk for a more thorough investigation of student success.

One of the key aspects to action or practitioner-led research is the value of the

researcher being an “insider” and the intimate and direct relationship between research

and practice (Riehl et al., 2000). A unique aspect of this action research study is the role

of the researcher (an assistant principal for curriculum on the campus) as a

participant/observer. Rarely do teachers and administrators work cooperatively and

collaboratively in action research studies (Anderson & Jones, 2000), yet there are

enormous benefits to such activity (Little, 1987; Owsiak, 2002). Because this is an

evaluative case study, its findings are most important to the campus community in which

the study is situated; however, anyone who struggles to increase student success in

schools may find the information presented in this chapter to be of great value. Finally,

the researcher will, at times, find it necessary to write in the first person because of the

participant/observer role and to make the presentation of events more natural and

understandable.
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Chronology of Events

The idea for the ROCK course began in the spring of the 2004-2005 school year

at VHS. Members of the action research team in this study played a significant role in

requesting that a student success course be offered to incoming ninth-grade students and

volunteered to take on at least one section of the 18-week elective course each semester

during the 2005-2006 school year. With administrative approval secured, the ROCK

course was presented to all incoming ninth grade students as an elective course in

“student success” that allows students to earn a half credit as a local Study Skills course.

The Study Skills label was applied for record-keeping processes only. Counselors and

other school personnel that discussed the class with prospective students emphasized that

the ROCK class was more than just a study skills class- that it is intended to help students

with the difficulty of transitioning into high school and what it takes to be successful.

Unfortunately, with four different middle schools partially feeding VHS, it is impossible

to ascertain exactly what was said to these eighth-grade students. Feedback from the

ROCK teachers indicated that most students who did sign up for the class had been given

a variety of explanations concerning the purpose of the course.

It was established in May of 2005 that there was going to be five sections of the

ROCK class offered each semester. Three of the teachers would teach one section apiece

and the fourth teacher would take on two sections. VHS is on an alternating block

schedule whereby all classes are approximately 90 minutes in length. All ninth-grade

students must take at least eight classes- four on “A” days and four on “B” days. The

ROCK class was offered during periods one, two, three, four, and seven. All four ROCK
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teachers taught one period of the class on “A” days (periods one through four). The

seventh period class was the only ROCK class offered on “B” days. Each class ran for 18

weeks (one semester), and students were not allowed to take the class more than one time

during either a semester or the school year.

Planning for the ROCK class began informally as soon as the class was approved.

The researcher was not involved in the initial planning or approval of the course, but was

aware of the course and its intentions. The researcher approached the teachers during

early July of 2005 to discuss the possibility of engaging in an action research study over

the creation and implementation of the ROCK course. They agreed and were excited to

be a part of a formalized study and have an administrator work closely with them to assist

with student information and data access. In the beginning, it was difficult to establish the

exact role that I (the researcher) would play, yet I assured the teachers that I would be

more of a participant/observer and simply facilitate any formal data gathering sessions.

The following sections of this chapter will include qualitative and quantitative

data gathered throughout the entire 2005-2006 school year, beginning with the late

summer planning before the school year even started. Most of the qualitative data for the

study was obtained in formal meetings with all action research team members or focus

group/individual interviews. Table 2 is a listing of the various dates and types of

meetings and interview sessions throughout the school year. There were a total of nine

formal meetings throughout the school year- five in the fall, and four in the spring. There

were a total of three focus group interviews with all members in attendance. Although

there were four teacher members of the action research team, there were only three
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Table 2

Action Research Team Meeting/Interview Schedule

Date Session Purpose

08/12/05 Summer Planning Finalize plans for first six weeks, prepare classroom

09/20/05 Team Meeting Debriefing of the first six weeks

10/18/05 Team Meeting Look at comprehensive student data: 9-week reports

10/26/05 ABC Checkpoint 1 Part of formal appraisal process- review of progress

11/07/05 Team Meeting Formal nine-week debriefing over student progress

01/30/06 Focus Group 1 Review and debrief of fall semester- look at spring

02/03/06 Team Meeting Look at calendar and curriculum for spring

02/27/06 ABC Checkpoint 2 Teachers presented charts with fall student data

03/06/06 Focus Group 2 Midpoint interview for the spring

03/06/06 Team Meeting Planning session for more team-building activities

04/19/06 ABC Checkpoint 3 Summation of year’s work on the study’s objectives

05/25/06 Focus Group 3 Team evaluation and debriefing of the entire year

05/25/06 Ind. Interview 1 Perspective on the ROCK and personal growth

05/31/06 Ind. Interview 2 Perspective on the ROCK and personal growth

06/02/06 Ind. Interview 3 Perspective on the ROCK and personal growth

individual interviews completed. One member had to leave for an indefinite amount of

time shortly before the scheduled interview due to a family emergency. It should also be

noted that the meetings and interviews listed in Table 2 are simply formalized gatherings
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for data collection by the researcher. There were numerous occasions whereby the

researcher conducted classroom walkthroughs or brief visits just to “see how things were

going” and talk to the students. These informal classroom visits, as well as other general

interactions on campus, are part of the observational data collected by the researcher.

Immediate Aim

The immediate aim of the study states that the action research team members will

gain significant professional growth through the use of data-driven decision making

[d3m], collaboration, and reflection as they design and implement the ROCK course. The

key phrase to address in the immediate aim is “significant professional growth.” What is

significant professional growth in the areas of data-driven decision making, collaboration,

and reflection, and how would one actually measure it? In this section, the researcher will

attempt to determine the level of mastery of each strategy by the action research team

members. Significant professional growth would be realized by a high level of mastery of

all strategies. As mentioned in the Review of the Literature chapter, collaboration and

reflection are more powerful concepts when used in an integrated fashion. This is

precisely what reflective practice is meant to address in this study. Did the action

research team members utilize collaboration and reflection as a combined force, or did

they simply collaborate at times and reflect individually?

Data-driven decision making.

Based on best-practices and recommendations listed in current literature, I wanted

to make data-driven decision making a key component of this study. After the first couple

of weeks of school, I provided all teachers on the campus with basic demographic
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information on students in their classes. Also, one of the action research team members

(the special education department chairperson) had administrative computer access to all

student information at VHS, so the teachers did have access to many different types of

student data. Also, I made it clear from the very beginning that I would provide teachers

with any information they needed on students if they didn’t have the time or means to get

it themselves.

Early on, I faced a dilemma of sorts when deciding how much time to devote to

training the ROCK teachers on the use of data and how it should help drive the decision-

making process. The difficult question here became, “what actually constitutes ‘data’ that

is important for achieving student success?” Before the class started in August, the actual

definition of what student success would be in this study had not been completely

determined. The goal was to provide students in the ROCK class with a much more

personalized educational experience than students not taking the course. This, in turn,

should lead to ROCK students having better grades, better attendance, less disciplinary

infractions, and so on. Therefore, I envisioned a situation whereby the ROCK teachers

would continuously pore over student demographic, achievement, and behavioral data to

make important decisions in what to focus on in the classroom; however, I never really

made it a point to guide the teachers into what I wanted data-driven decision making to

look like. I decided to continually ask questions about the use of various forms of data

and see which forms they chose to embrace the most.

With no formal focus group or individual interviews conducted in the fall

semester, most of the data gathered from August through December was by way of
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formal/informal meetings, observations, and various documents produced by the teachers

and students. Concerning d3m, the first real team discussion of student data occurred at

the October 18 meeting of the action research team. It was the halfway point in the first

semester and a good time to check in on overall student progress. The teachers brought

their grade reports for the nine-week marking period, and we briefly discussed each class

and how the classes were progressing. I asked the teachers what they did with this

information and if it really affected how they were planning activities or lessons in class.

They mentioned that most students in each of the classes were having great difficulty in

math and that more time and energy would be spent focusing on why this was happening.

The teachers did not bring any additional data to the meeting or mention a need to use

more student data breakdowns in evaluating progress.

Interestingly, for the Appraisal By Collaboration (ABC) Checkpoint #1 meeting,

all ROCK teachers were asked “What data (qualitative and quantitative) will I use to

answer the banner question?” All four teachers listed, “Students core grades, TAKS

scores, Attendance records, Tardy records, and Discipline records.” Then, when asked

what types of assessment would be used to measure the impact on student learning, the

teachers all responded, “Benchmark, TAKS scores, Teacher grade book, Work samples,

Attendance office, and Journaling.” The ROCK teachers seemed to focus on quantitative

data in the first question, yet did include a couple of qualitative measurements in the form

of work samples and journaling from the latter question. After nearly three months into

the school year, the teachers spent practically all of their time using qualitative

measurements in the areas of student perceptions (Bernhardt, 1998) and personal
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information to make significant decisions on what to do in class. Rarely, did I observe or

hear teachers comment that the quantitative data listed in the first ABC question was truly

a significant force in driving classroom decisions or initiatives.

The formal nine-week debriefing with all ROCK teachers in November

illuminated the picture of d3m for the fall semester. I provided the teachers with several

categories of data, such as their six and nine week grades, TAKS Math and Reading

scores from the previous year, their ethnicity, whether they were Economically

Disadvantaged, Special Education, or Limited English Proficient, and any comments

about missing information. The teachers appreciated the data presented to them, but

really only focused on which students were economically disadvantaged. The team also

went through the class rosters and commented on each individual student’s grade and

their “story.” The teachers indicated that they were now spending more time in class

meeting with students individually about attendance and tardies, as well as discussing

their grades and missing assignments. While this was use of important data in class, it

really was not used to make significant changes in the course’s direction.

Before conducting any more formal meetings or audio taped interviews, I

reflected on data-driven decision making and its role in this study. What seemed to be

happening was that I was more concerned with the “numbers,” and the teachers were

more concerned with the qualitative data obtained on a continual basis from students.

Perhaps it was the administrator in me that wanted to hear how these overachieving

teachers were taking the demographic, performance, and behavioral data of ROCK

students and making intensive intervention plans with clear progress toward overall
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student success in school. It goes back to the original question of, “what actually

constitutes ‘data’ that is important for achieving student success?” The action research

team did view a successful student to be one who passed all of their classes, did well on

state-mandated standardized tests, had good attendance, and did not get into trouble at

school. However, we also began having conversations about other factors that should be

included with student success. For example, the teachers would frequently make

comments about the unbelievable home-life situations that many of their at-risk students

faced. They began to feel that, for many of these students, their freshman year at VHS

would be successful if they could survive the year and earn enough credits to become a

sophomore the next year. Hopefully, these students would embrace small successes,

mature a bit, know that someone on the campus cares about them, and begin to improve

more and more each year through graduation. In their words and actions, the teachers

began to focus more on student feedback as the most important form of data to guide

decision-making for the course.

The meetings and interviews conducted in January, March, May, and June of

2006 were a continuation of what was witnessed in the fall semester. The use of the

ROCK Data Sheet is a prime example of what types of data the ROCK teachers focused

on most. There were two pages of questions that centered on getting to know as much

about each student’s personal life as possible. Information from the ROCK Data Sheet, in

conjunction with journaling and basic classroom discussions, led the teachers into what

topics were most important and necessary in the students’ lives. This truly was a form of
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d3m that the teachers consistently utilized in the classroom. In one instance, a teacher

stated:

And one of my students, I just found out, has been living out of a hotel. I would

have never known that he’s been out living in a hotel because of [Hurricane]

Katrina. He’s been living in the Holiday Inn the whole time, so it was amazing,

and we used that information as data which helped us later on in the class.

In the first focus group interview, the teachers were asked about student

performance from the fall semester. They cited attendance and refusal to do work as the

reasons why any student would have failed the ROCK class or any other core subject.

One teacher commented:

…in my class of 26, except for two kids, the rest of them, they were always

there….and the two kids that had absences, when I went back and looked,

attendance had been an issue since, like they were in elementary school.

Besides grades and attendance, an additional area of student data that stood out in the first

focus group interview was the use and evaluation of student writing and test-taking skills.

Ninth grade students do not have to write a composition on their Reading TAKS test, yet

they do have to answer three short answer questions. The ROCK teachers used journaling

and other writing assignments to assess student writing skills and help them understand

the expectations of what the TAKS test would require.

In this process, the teachers quickly realized that just about all of their ninth-grade

students had no real clear picture of what TAKS meant to them or how they even

performed on TAKS tests in the past. This led to an opportunity to at least talk about
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personalized data and how students can take ownership of their own academic

performance. One teacher proclaimed, “…I was surprised at when I handed that [Eighth

grade TAKS scores] out and we talked about it, how many kids didn’t know what they

scored,…They didn’t even know what the passing score was- or to get commended.”

The remainder of the meetings and interviews in the spring focused primarily on

spring semester students. The teachers used numerical data, such as six weeks grades and

credits earned to stay on top of student progress and keep them focused on academics.

After reviewing student grades from the fall semester, the teachers really wanted to help

the spring students do much better. One teacher described:

I had looked up all their grades ahead of time, so I knew, whenever I went into

class, what their grades were like the first semester and kind of had that in the

back of my mind…I also looked up whether or not they did a lot of skipping-

whether they had had a ton of absences, so I had that in my mind and tried to

work on them to really improve…I really had some kids who skipped quite a bit-

their attendance improved.

The data also led them to bring in the ninth-grade counselor as a guest speaker to visit

with the students about academics and overall success. The teachers felt that it was better

to have another adult, such as the counselor, to tell them even more of what they were

saying in class. The ROCK teachers then made it common practice to frequently check

on student grades and have students “plug in” a variety of grades to visualize where they

were headed. Similar to the example of going over TAKS information, this strategy was
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meant to have students own their own data and understand how to set and meet various

expectations.

As evident in the fall activities, most of the d3m in the spring semester flowed

from the intensive amount of personal or perception data from the students. This fact

presented itself whenever I would ask a question about the use of student data in

classroom decisions. The teachers mentioned a need to do more team- or community-

building activities because of poor classroom relationships between students. This was

usually the trend with the word “data.” The teachers made comprehensive efforts to keep

in touch with what was going on in the lives of their students and considered this the

most important form of data to be used. Many times, throughout the many meetings or

interviews, the teachers would make student-driven curricular decisions based on

personal data obtained in class.

When reviewing and reflecting back on the data gathered for the entire year, I

noticed several patterns with regard to d3m and this action research project. My

expectation of what d3m should look like and the teacher’s perception of what “data”

actually means did not always match. I did not have the teachers go through any type of

formal d3m training or even schedule a meeting to talk about what types of data we

should commit to using on a regular basis. In a debriefing shortly before the end of the

first six weeks, a couple of the teachers commented that one of the negatives of the

process was their inability to collect data to prove that students were applying lessons

from the course in other classes. Instead of taking this cue and really diving into what
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effective data-driven decision making was all about, I continued to let them determine

their own path of d3m.

After a period of frustration with my perceived lack of data-driven decisions for

the ROCK class, I soon realized that I was missing some important trends evident in the

various forms of data gathered. Throughout the entire year, and during most of the

meetings and interviews, the teachers did make it a point to know and understand the

dynamics of economically disadvantaged students. In one interview, a teacher declared:

…one of the things that I tried to look really hard [at] were the economically

disadvantaged kids. I tried to be real conscientious of that when making any kind

of lesson plans or something that requires them to do something outside of class

because, often times, they don’t have the resources, and the reason they don’t do

something is that it’s less embarrassing to not do it and have the tough-guy

attitude than to say…I don’t have the stuff…I was quite surprised about some of

the kids that were economically disadvantaged, so for a lot of the projects that we

had, I tried to make sure that there were options for them.

This is a prime example of d3m, and one that surfaced on a regular basis. Likewise, all of

the teachers discussed the use of student progress reports (grades), attendance, and tardies

on a regular basis in class. At first, I considered this simply providing data to students and

not really using the data to make significant classroom decisions; however, I eventually

realized that the teachers were simply not articulating exactly how they were using this

information in class. For example, tardies became the source of a classroom discussion

on respect. The teacher used an increase in tardies to the ROCK class as a way to show
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students how tardies can be viewed as very disrespectful toward a teacher. This is data-

driven decision making without all of the charts and graphs and multiple categories of

numbers.

Finally, I wanted to re-address the question mentioned earlier in this section:

“what actually constitutes ‘data’ that is important for achieving student success?” Based

on the data gathered in this action research study, it can be just about anything that plays

even the smallest role in improved student performance. For the ROCK teachers, the

most important sources of data fell on the personal end of the spectrum. They wanted to

know as much about each student as possible in order to be an effective adult advocate

for them. They cared more about the student’s well-being than how they did on the

TAKS tests or exactly what grades they made. Given the circumstances and purpose of

this class, perhaps that was the best form of d3m that could have been applied.

Collaboration, reflection, and reflective practice.

After a thorough review of the literature and the data gathered during this action

research project, I quickly realized that many of the concepts and strategies listed in the

immediate and intermediate aims of this study are, at times, quite ambiguous. This was

very much the case when trying to establish what constituted simple collaboration or was,

in fact, reflective collaboration (reflective practice). To help in this process, I decided to

pull some common themes from the literature on collaboration, reflection, and reflective

practice and apply them to the findings in this study. The first theme, or question, would

be, “What amount and type of collaborative activity took place among the action research

team members?” In addition, “Were collaborative activities structured or unstructured in
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nature?” The second theme, or question, would be, “What forms of reflective activity did

the action research team members engage in, and how often?” Finally, “Were there any

examples of true reflective practice based on definitions provided in the literature?”

In this study, there was a significant amount of collaborative activity witnessed

throughout the data gathering process. There were a total of nine formal meetings and

three focus group interviews in which I could say that reflective practice (collaboration

with reflection) took place to some degree. I can say that because I was in attendance and

would ask reflective questions or prompt the other members to generate reflective

discussions amongst themselves. For example, I would ask questions like, “Does

personalization significantly impact student achievement or performance- if so, how?” I

would also label these meetings and interviews as structured time with a definite purpose

in mind. What I was really interested in were the types of collaborative or reflective

activities the ROCK teachers engaged in when I was not in attendance.

In most interviews and meetings, the teachers were asked if they set aside

scheduled/structured time to meet and collaborate. Prior to school beginning in August,

the teachers indicated that they scheduled time to meet and plan for the first semester.

One teacher stated, “We met like four times for a half a day each or a whole

day…something like that.” During the fall semester, the teachers did not really have any

formalized meeting schedule, but indicated that they met once or twice each six weeks as

a group for long-range planning and debriefing of activities. In the November meeting

with all members present, the teachers agreed to meet during fifth period every two

weeks for structured collaboration, yet this plan never came to fruition. For the spring
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semester, a similar pattern occurred. The teachers emphasized that they would meet daily,

and sometimes even hourly, to collaborate and reflect on the ROCK class, yet these

collaborative activities were never officially scheduled or set in anyone’s calendar book.

Therefore, it became clear that practically all of the structured collaboration occurred in

formal meetings and interviews in which I was present.

Did this lack of structure damage the ability to proclaim the collaborative

activities of the group a success? It is clearly documented in related literature that

structure in the collaboration process is essential to maximize the benefits on teacher

growth and enthusiasm, as well as increased student achievement (Conzemius & O’Neill,

2001; Downey et al., 2004; Friend & Cook, 2003; Gordon, 2004; Marzano, 2001; NASSP,

2004). Before making any judgment, however, it is very important to recall a unique

aspect of the teachers on this action research team. These were all special education

inclusion teachers that did not have a full load of regularly scheduled classes like most

general education teachers. Three of the members actually shared the same office space

and spent immense amounts of time together during the school year. The other member,

who also served as the special education department chairperson, had a very flexible

schedule that was easily maneuvered. Under this scenario, was it really necessary to have

many structured meetings as a group if all members were able to congregate on a

moments notice?

In the first focus group interview, the teachers were asked about the amount and

type of collaboration and communication going on between team members. One teacher

alleged, “We talked every day on it all the time.” All three of the teachers that shared an
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office space did state that collaboration on the class occurred daily, but as a whole group,

they would at least get in a weekly discussion of the ROCK class and the students.

Another teacher specifically said, “It wasn’t structured, but we talked a lot.” My personal

observations when stopping by the teachers’ office area validated these claims. Many

times I would come in unannounced and step into a debriefing or planning session of

what was going on with the ROCK kids.

If the teachers were meeting on a regular basis, what exactly were they

collaborating about? Throughout the year, I found that the teachers were in a continual

search to make the ROCK class as relevant and beneficial for students as possible. They

revealed that most of the collaborative activity was focused on the individual and specific

needs of the students. The teachers were continually changing or modifying activities

with each class period. The teacher with the first period ROCK class was labeled the

“guinea pig” and reported:

I would tell them, okay, here’s what worked- here’s what didn’t work. See if you

could switch this around, or do this…and we would talk about that. And then later,

even at lunch, we would talk about all the good things that happened during

class….we always planned together. We always sat down and came up with all of

the activities together.

There were even times when certain class periods developed similar personalities that

required the teachers to plan in pairs. Two of the teachers had a ROCK class during the

third and seventh periods of the day, which were a bit longer than the other periods and

took place during the lunch hours. The dynamics of the students in those particular
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classes caused the two teachers to even further modify “the plan” based on the needs of

those students.

Hanson (2003) and Schrage (1989) maintain that collaboration is seen as a

purposeful group process that is focused on some type of problem-solving. I found this

type of collaboration to be pervasive in the interactions of the group. One teacher

expressed:

I needed to come up with different ways how to solve, how to handle different

situations in my class. And as a group, we would always help each other. ‘Well,

I’m having this problem with this student. How should I solve it?’ And usually as

a group, we help each other [on] how to solve that problem.

What emerged from the interview and observational data was more than simply basic

collaboration for lesson planning. Individual and group reflection was incorporated into

the collaboration process.

Thoughtful meditation and expression of one’s “espoused theories” and “theories-

in-use” to improve decision-making (Argyris & Schön, 1974; Smith, 2001) is a key

component of reflective activity. I quickly deduced that all of the teachers on the action

research team were quite reflective by their continuous practice of questioning their own

attitudes and actions, as well as their commitment to making sure student needs drove

their planning. In the first focus group interview, one teacher revealed, “I think all

teachers get caught up in teaching the curriculum, and I think, by the end [of the fall

semester], we were teaching kids and not the curriculum. And that makes a big
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difference.” Another teacher acknowledged, “…I always had to think, and I always had

to change things up or add things to my class.”

There was much more than just common reflection in the words of the teachers.

In fact, much of the reflection that was evident in the data was that of critical reflection

(Mezirow, 1998). At the conclusion of the fall semester, it was common to hear the

teachers say:

I wish I had done more of this in the first semester because I think it would have

really helped my class come together as a whole, and I might not have had some

of the issues that…I’m not having this semester.

When speaking about the variety of students in the class, another teacher declared, “You

just have to make some adjustments in yourself as a person and as a teacher, so I think

that’s been something that’s been very good for me…to see.” For the spring semester, the

teachers frequently mentioned the massive changes to their curriculum after reflecting on

student feedback. They wanted to find a way to make the class more directly applicable

and interesting to the students’ lives and had to part with their preconceived notions of

what the class should be like.

The most prevalent topic of individual and/or group reflection centered on at-risk

or economically disadvantaged students. Even the times when the curriculum was the

topic of conversation, most of the need to change what was happening centered on the

students that were the hardest to reach. The teachers mentioned over and over again how

important personalization and relationships are with students. This was especially true for

the more “challenging” students. All of the teachers cited examples of the types of home-
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life situations for many of their students and how it makes perfect sense that grades and

TAKS scores are not even close to a priority in their lives. One teacher pointed out:

…if you didn’t take the time to get to know the kid, or go back and dig a little

deeper, you might not have recognized that there were other things- other issues-

going on than just not doing your homework or not being involved….you would

have maybe had expectations based on false assumptions.

Another teacher commented, “…sometimes you wonder maybe you’re the only person

they had to talk to about things…and that you were interested and willing to listen.” All

of the teachers felt that the ROCK class allowed them to serve as a critical adult advocate

to many students who just needed someone to trust and confide in.

What I found most appealing about the nature of the teacher reflections was that

the ROCK teachers were never afraid to be very critical of their actions and plans. They

frequently brought up many things that did not go very well and were quick to point out

that they never stopped learning how to help students even better than before. When

reflecting on the fall semester, a couple of the teachers related how the classes seemed to

be dragging and they were frustrated with the lack of enthusiasm from many students.

One teacher claimed how difficult it was for the group to keep finding a variety of quality

activities that were not just items to “keep kids busy.” Another example came from the

change of having student agendas in the fall to doing “Quality Skills” in the spring. When

speaking about the need to have more applicable activities for the spring students, one

teacher said, “They [the students] either did it or they didn’t do it, and you weren’t
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changing whether they did or didn’t, so we decided we needed to come up with

something that graded their overall skills at school.”

The examples and citations listed in this section indicate that there truly was a

high level of reflective practice among the ROCK teachers in this study. Even though

there were not many scheduled or structured collaborative sessions, the substantial

amount of time spent in daily and weekly group interactions allowed the teachers to

develop much closer working relationships with each other which, in turn, facilitated a

much higher degree of critical group and self-reflection. The ROCK classes were the only

scheduled class periods for each of the teachers, and for most, it was the first time they

had been responsible for a classroom full of students in quite some time. They were

heavily committed to making this new program work and spent countless hours making it

as productive and beneficial for students as possible. Did this group engage in reflective

practice most of the time? I believe this teacher’s statement best addresses this final

question, “We would work as a group, and we found that that was really a great way to

solve problems…by just reflecting on our day and how we can solve a certain thing.”

Teacher growth.

The purpose of this final subsection is to evaluate the accomplishments or failures

of the study’s immediate aim. Before making any judgments, however, I plan to include

information from each teacher as to their view of professional and/or personal growth

from this experience. Additionally, I will include my own personal comments on my role

in study and how it may have impacted the immediate aim.
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After reviewing transcripts from audio taped interviews, the teacher who had the

least amount of oral participation proclaimed:

…it’s just been such a lift for me personally and helped me grow as a

person….It’s really helped me a lot to come out of my shell you could

say…having my own class…just seeing the kids, how they respond to you as a

positive adult role model, is just huge.

Another teacher indicated that having such a variety of students, from special education

Resource students to those in all Pre-AP classes, illuminated the need to stop having

preconceived notions about students based on the academic programs they participate in.

This same teacher commented on how much effort will be dedicated to not becoming

disconnected with what it means to be a teacher, not just a special education teacher. The

next teacher remarked that the realization of what many of the students at VHS go

through at school and at home brought about a commitment to always take the time to

truly understand each student’s situation and be as supportive as possible at all times. The

fourth teacher communicated:

Doing this class will make me a 100% better inclusion teacher next year than I

was because I learned that the personal side of it is as important, if not more

important, than helping them [the students] keep up with content and the

organization and all of that….I think I grew as much out of it as maybe the kids

did, or maybe even more, which I wasn’t expecting.

Did the teachers obtain significant professional growth through the use of data-

driven decision making, collaboration, and reflective practice in this study? As evidenced
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throughout this subsection, the ROCK experience did significantly impact the

professional and personal lives of the teachers. All four teachers unanimously agreed that

the ROCK changed their lives and made them better teachers and people overall. I would

claim that the immediate aim of this study was achieved, but I do believe that a couple of

notations should be included with that declaration.

First, the issue of what true data-driven decision making looks like brought up a

definite weakness in the study. I did not make any attempt to train the teachers on data

use or data literacy; rather, I allowed them to continue using personal data as the primary

means of d3m. Therefore, based on the literature, the teachers did not fully utilize the

various types of student data when making decisions for the ROCK. In this study,

however, they were continually collecting personal data and using it to drive planning of

activities and learned a great deal from the experience. Also, the fact that much of the

collaborative activity was not structured should not detract from the idea that there was a

high level of collaborative and reflective activity among team members.

My role in this study was quite evolutionary in nature. As a participant/observer, I

tried to not be pushy and dictate which direction I wanted the teachers to go with the

class. I must admit that I was disappointed when I did not see the teachers come to

meetings with charts and graphs of how the students and various student groups were

progressing, but should not have expected such a thing when I made no attempt to lay out

any such expectation. I became the one that collected more of the numerical and

performance data on the students and shared the information with the teachers. Perhaps

this is was what being a participant/observer is all about.
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Intermediate Aim

The intermediate aim of this study reads: “As a result of using d3m, collaboration,

and reflection, the action research team will provide a more personalized educational

experience for the ROCK students as evidenced by feedback from student work and

teacher interviews.” For this part of the study, the key is to distinguish what the term

personalized means. As NASSP (2004) reminds, “…personalization can mean different

things to different people.” (p. 67). For the ROCK class, it was immediately determined

that each teacher would be considered an adult advocate for all of their students- not just

the teacher of some student success course. With this understanding, the teachers would

be responsible for three essential facets of personalization taken from the literature. As an

adult advocate, they would (a) establish positive and supportive relationships with each

student, (b) help students make better choices and decisions in their daily lives, and (c)

help students make better choices and decisions concerning their education and future.

Within the intermediate aim, the true purpose of the ROCK class comes into play.

It is the personalization component previously described that attracted the ROCK

teachers to wanting such a program in the first place. In this section, student feedback

becomes a critical part of the data gathering and analysis process when combined with

teacher interviews. This section will take the previously determined facets of

personalization in the study and divide them into three subsections.

Student feedback for data gathering purposes was obtained primarily through samples of

student work turned in by ROCK teachers and quoted student responses from teachers in
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the various audio taped interviews. No students were interviewed and all student work

samples will remain anonymous and confidential.

Relationships.

A major component of the Capturing Kids’ Hearts philosophy is that the

development and nurturing of strong relationships between adults and students is critical

for student success. Being an adult advocate is about establishing a strong working

relationship with a student in order to guide them in their educational experience. In this

study, the student and teacher data is saturated with examples of the benefits of building

successful relationships.

As the ROCK course began in the fall of 2005, the teachers commented that the

curricular aspect of the class (deciding what activities and lessons to work on) was a bit

stressful and a bit intimidating at first. However, it was the immediate lure of the bond

that formed between teacher and students that kept them “hooked.” One teacher stated:

The relationship that you have with the kids is going to make the difference in

how they respond to do things- to learn things to...everything about what you do

in class is going to revolve around what kind of relationship you’ve built with

each individual student and with the class as a whole. And the more comfortable

they are, and the better relationship you have with them, the more they want to

learn and the more they want to do in the class.

As the teachers debriefed the fall semester in the first focus group interview, they

mentioned some of the feedback from the students. One item that appeared regularly in

the student exit survey was the appreciation of the type of relationship the ROCK
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teachers had with students in the class. A teacher quoted one of the students as saying,

“We get to talk about ourselves and someone listens to us.” This same teacher then stated,

“It was like they were starving for that. They were really missing that in their classes.”

The summary discussion of the fall semester was filled with even more positive

feedback on the relational aspects of the class. The teachers asserted that one of the best

decisions they made as a group was to start each class period with “Good Things.” A

teacher defined “Good Things” as, “…you go around the classroom and you share one

thing that’s positive that has happened to them since the last time you met.” The group

claimed that “Good Things” was a great way to build relationships and community within

each class. From these and other classroom discussions, the teachers were able to find out

critical information about students and their lives. In many cases, the teachers used such

information to find alternative avenues to reach students and get them to “open up” much

more in class. Most teachers even offered their own personal information to the class to

prove that they really wanted to earn the students’ trust.

One question of the fall semester summary interview centered on what types of

feedback or evidence the teachers obtained from students to know that personalization

was actually benefiting the educational experience for students. In order, each teacher

quickly commented that many students from the fall semester would seek them out on a

regular basis just to talk or say hello. Even the most challenging and difficult-to-reach

students would come back and tell the teachers how much they missed the class and

wished they could take it again. The final question of the summary then focused on the

“best success of the ROCK class in the fall.” Again, the immediate teacher responses
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were all about the relationships formed in the class. Likewise, the teachers relayed that

feedback from students agreed with this notion. All teachers believed that the ROCK

class was a very positive experience for students because they knew that someone on

campus actually cared about them and their educational experience.

For the spring semester, we agreed to gather much more concrete feedback from

students on the ROCK class and the ROCK teachers themselves. In the fall, the teachers

administered an exit questionnaire that included five questions over the class only (see

Appendix A for exact questions). To conclude the spring semester, the teachers decided

to use this same questionnaire, but augment it with an additional survey of four questions

that centered on adult advocates (see Appendix B for exact questions). Therefore,

qualitative data retrieved from the teachers will be compared to similar data gathered

from student surveys and questionnaires completed as part of the class. Out of 84

registered students in spring ROCK classes, 60 samples of the adult advocate survey and

the exit questionnaire were used in this data set.

Comparisons between the early March/late May 2006 focus group interviews and

the fall debriefing interview painted a very similar picture of the role of relationships in

this study. Again, the teachers continually called on relationships with students as the

primary strength and benefit of the ROCK program. In March, when asked how the

ROCK experience has impacted them as an educator/teacher, one member provided:

… the personalization and the relationship part of helping a kid- it’s helped me to

see how much more important that is to their success than I thought it was. It’s so

much more important. I could give you a thousand examples of that happening
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over the year- of kids becoming more successful because of a relationship or that

you are interested in their life and what’s going on with them and things like that.

Each time any question or discussion would arise concerning “the best parts” or “overall

success” of the class, all teachers would refer to relationships in some form or fashion.

They also would claim that all students benefited from the relationships formed in the

class. For example, one teacher proclaimed:

I’m such a firm believer that all these kids, regardless of what their background is,

want to have a relationship with an adult. They want to have someone they can

talk to, that will set boundaries for them…and it may not be their parent.

Whether it may be the students in the higher level courses to those in a more restricted

setting, relationships matter and enhance the educational experience.

In the final focus group interview in late May 2006, the teachers brought a few

samples of the exit questionnaires and student surveys completed at the end of the spring

semester. They chose to include many positive, as well as few negative, comments from

students when expounding on the various features of the class. As mentioned earlier in

this section, a larger sampling of this crucial student feedback was utilized to compare

and/or supplement teacher data. Did the students truly agree that strong relationships

existed with their teachers, and is this important for their educational experience?

The exit questionnaire (Appendix A) used in both the fall and spring semesters

began by asking students what they liked the best and least about the ROCK class. Using

the spring classes, questionnaire responses from 60 out of 84 students were used to gauge

student feedback with regard to the personalization aspects of the course. Specifically,
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when looking at items related to relationships, student answers were coded into

categories that allowed for a more in-depth investigation. Table 3 provides more detail on

the positive relational responses by students. Table 4 then looks at responses that could

Table 3

Student Responses for “Things Liked Most About the ROCK Class”

Coded Category N of Resp. Sample- Type of Response

Students (n = 60)

Teacher 25 The teacher listens/cares and helps when needed

Class Discussion 17 Talking about issues/problems and “Good Things”

Peers 15 Having or making friends in the class

Note. The total number of actual responses was 141. Each student could enter up to three responses for

each question.

be considered negative or non-productive based on the student’s perception. The same

coded categories are used for a close comparison.

Previously mentioned in this section was the addition of a four-question student

survey for the spring ROCK classes (see Appendix B). This survey focused more on the

role of adults and the ROCK teacher in the lives of students- more of an adult advocate

survey. Again, surveys from 60 students were taken and used as a sampling for essential

feedback. The second question on this survey asked students to identify any adult on

campus most interested in them and their success. Many students listed more than one
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Table 4

Student Responses for “Things Liked Least About the ROCK Class”

Coded Category No. of Responses Sample- Type of Response

Students (n = 60)

Teacher 7 Teacher neglect or the teacher’s rules

Class Discussion 5 “Good Things” and class was too “feely”

Peers 11 Other students in class and working with

peers

Note. The total number of actual responses was 94. Each student could enter up to three responses for each

question.

teacher or adult, yet 37 of 60 students (62%) did list a ROCK teacher as an adult on

campus who cares about them. The third question on the survey asked students to

describe how their ROCK teacher may or may not have been different from other

teachers. 51 students (85%) listed some type of positive comment about their ROCK

teacher. On this same question, 27 students (45%) specifically stated that their ROCK

teacher listened and/or cared much more than other teachers.

It is important to note that not all students felt that the ROCK class was a positive

and productive part of their lives. As evidenced by student responses to the second

question, 38% of the students did not list their ROCK teacher as an adult who was

interested in them and their success. Concerning relationships, the students did rate this

area as highly positive, but they did not seem to be overwhelmingly in favor of
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proclaiming this as the best part of their ROCK experience. According to this “data,” the

teachers may have gotten much more out of the relationships than the students. Still,

based on all information collected and through personal observations, I must agree with

the teachers that this was the most successful part of the ROCK class over the course of

the entire school year. Whether or not they articulated it clearly, practically all of the

students did benefit from the type of relationship they had with their teacher.

Making better choices and decisions in daily life.

While the teachers had no difficulty in pronouncing relationship-building as the

greatest part of their job, the same cannot be said about the curricular part of the ROCK

course. Many times, there is not a clear delineation of which classroom activity or

discussion covers any specific category of being an adult advocate. For example, an

activity such as “Good Things” may deal more with helping form better relationships in

class, whereas a subsequent whole-class discussion on “Trust” may be categorized as a

life skills lesson. Each of these examples is part of the curriculum of the class, yet the

former would not necessarily be included in this subsection. This subsection tackles the

area of personalization that deals more with problem-solving, role modeling, and the

application of skills learned in the class.

When the ROCK course was in the early stages of development, the teachers

planned to use The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens, by Sean Covey, as their primary

resource for discussions and activities. One specific area of focus for the class was that of

problem-solving. Problem-solving is not listed as one of the habits in the book, yet the

teachers planned to utilize the strategies (habits) to significantly improve student
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problem-solving skills. Even though the various ROCK classes contained a wide variety

of students, the teachers believed that problem-solving skills were extremely important

for any student, regardless of their level of performance. One teacher articulated, “I think

people have- because they’re academically gifted- I think they [adults] have a lot of

expectations for these kids to maybe be more mature and better at problem-solving the

little things than they actually are.”

One of the questions posed to the teachers in the fall debriefing asked how their

role as special education teachers affected or influenced them as ROCK teachers.

Interestingly, most of the teachers mentioned unique forms of problem-solving that they

were able to pass on to the ROCK students. For instance, one teacher declared that the

ROCK students were surprised at the creative and untraditional methods of problem-

solving presented to them. The teachers tried to never tell students how to solve problems;

rather, they made it a point to have groups or the whole class work together on solutions.

In addition to problem-solving, the ROCK teachers all felt strongly about the

importance of role models in the lives of these students. This not only meant being a

good role model themselves, but also making it a point to introduce students to various

types of role models in the world. For increased applicability, the teachers usually

concentrated more on celebrities or role models that students could associate with. Also,

the teachers would use characters (either real or fiction) to highlight the many traits of

successful individuals.

Throughout the year, the teachers would bring up examples of how students really

need better adult role models. They would also frequently comment how important it was
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to them to be a positive role model in the lives of their students. One teacher added,

“They spend more time with their peers, but they still need some positive adult role

models. I think they still want somebody to set boundaries for them, and tell them, ‘you

know, maybe that’s not such a good idea.’” Quoting a student answer to the need for

adult advocates on campus, another teacher revealed, “yes, because a lot of students don’t

have role models.”

Despite the positive nature and benefits of the aforementioned items, the teachers

indicated that it was extremely difficult to fill a 90-minute success class with quality

lessons and activities. One teacher observed:

I mean there were just days that nobody was interested in doing anything and so it

was like pulling teeth to get somebody to do something, and it was really

frustrating because it was like 90 minutes of torture to make you read on how to

be an effective teenager, or how to have good study habits.

Thus, as they transitioned from the fall to the spring semesters of the ROCK class, the

teachers decided to overhaul the curriculum in the class. The teachers planned to continue

with the assorted skills and strategies from the first semester, yet incorporate much more

project-based activities and less direct-teach instruction. Instead of lecturing students

over how to solve a certain problem, they would begin tying problem-solving

possibilities to a real-world experience or situation.

Even with this new approach, it was still difficult to continue the “early” goals in

areas such as study and organizational skills. As the spring semester progressed, the focus

turned mainly toward the newly introduced “Quality Skills” approach. Here, the teachers
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went for maximum applicability of behaviors and skills of successful students. In the

early stages of the spring semester, the teachers commented that they had investigated

other advisory-type programs and molded various aspects into the Quality Skills rubric.

Now, students were being graded on keeping appointments (number of tardies to class),

exhibiting appropriate dress and language (following student code of conduct), and

working on individual goals (keeping grades and credits at appropriate levels). The

“seven habits” were still part of the curriculum, but were pulled in as a supplementary

force to coincide with what students needed the most at that time during the year.

In the March focus group interview session, the teachers were still using the

Quality Skills rubric and had even advanced its use in class. Students were now grading

themselves on their own personal quality skills with teachers verifying the accuracy. Also,

teachers included outside-of-class behaviors as part of the ROCK grade for students. At

this midpoint time of the spring semester, the students were immersed with project-based

learning under the Quality Skills standards. Still, the teachers commented on the length of

time in class and the difficulty with student engagement.

In this struggle to find solutions to lagging student interest and a perceived lack of

community in many classes, the teachers researched even more resources to use in class.

In the final focus group interview, the teachers brought two resource books that were

purchased to help with ideas for the class and supplement the “seven habits” book. One

of these was Life Strategies for Teens, by Jay McGraw, and the other was Chicken Soup

for the Teenage Soul: The Real Deal, by Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, and

Deborah Reber. These additional texts provided some much needed refreshment to the
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course, and the teachers felt that the students really did enjoy the variety of projects and

activities in the ROCK class. They also commented that they gave students more freedom

as the class progressed with selection of topics for class activities.

I do not mean to portray the course’s curricular approach as a failure, yet I did

hear the same comments and complaints over and over again about the length of time in

class and how that made the class a struggle throughout the year. While planning course

content and time management may have been a true challenge, I do believe the teachers

felt that they accomplished quite a bit with their students. In a summary statement of the

year, one teacher declared:

Well, I don’t think any of the kids could walk away without having some kind of

knowledge of what it takes to be successful in school. I think that even the kids

who only came one time would be honest enough to tell you that their success, or

not being successful, is based on choices that they make.

Another teacher revealed how one student, who had been in frequent trouble with the law,

began making better decisions after their continued talks on integrity and trustworthiness.

Truly, there were many cases of “curricular success” in the class, but it was clearly given

the title of “least favorite part of the ROCK experience” from teachers.

The only piece of the puzzle missing at this juncture is what the students

communicated about the curricular part of the ROCK class. Again, using the same

selection of 60 student questionnaires, student feedback on the part of the class that dealt

with daily decision-making and choices in their lives will be addressed. Applicable
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student responses in this subsection would apply to coded categories such as

Lessons/Projects/Presentations and Classroom Learning/Work.

On the exit questionnaire for these spring students, 27 students listed classroom

lessons and projects as something they liked most about the ROCK class. This equates to

roughly 19% of the 141 tabulated responses in all. On the other hand, there were 18

responses from students claiming that the projects and presentations in class were their

least favorite part of the class. Coupled with 17 other negative responses over lessons or

work in class, this meant that 35 out of 94 total responses (approximately 37%) from

students were unfavorable in this category. It may not be much of a surprise to witness

such results. The larger question may be, did the students respond like any other typical

ninth-grade student when asked about ‘work’ in class, or did they pick up on the

frustrations or negativity of the teachers with regard to planning and react accordingly?

Making better choices and decisions for education and future.

This subsection aims to cover the third and final component of the ROCK

teachers’ adult advocacy role- helping students take ownership of their educational

experience as ninth-graders. In this role, the ROCK teachers guided students in the

understanding of grades, credits, and the path to high school graduation. As incoming

freshmen, many students have no idea how the credit and scheduling system works in a

high school. Also, the teachers help students explore college and career choices for their

post-high school years. Finally, the ROCK teachers allowed students to investigate areas

of personal interest through self-selected research topics and student-driven classroom

activities.
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As special education inclusion teachers, each ROCK teacher is very familiar with

helping students in their academic studies. Also, each teacher has a core academic subject

area specialization that further enhances their ability to assist and intervene with students

who need major or minor academic attention. As teachers of the ROCK class, though,

they wanted to go beyond basic interventions and dedicate a large portion of the class

toward helping students understand and take charge of grades, credits, course scheduling,

and anything else that significantly impacts their high school academic career.

During the fall, the teachers spent a large amount of time printing and going over

student progress reports. From the very beginning of the class, the teachers committed to

staying on top of student grades and pushing them to get work completed and turned in.

In addition, the teachers encouraged students to come for morning tutorials in their office

area. Normally a place for the special education inclusion students to get help from these

teachers, this office area was flooded with many students from the various ROCK classes

on any given morning. The teachers commented that students really did seem to

appreciate the time and effort they spent helping students with classes and grade updates.

In all interviews conducted with the teachers, at least one of them mentioned that they

still have students from the fall semester seeking them out for grade updates and/or

academic support.

These efforts only increased as the spring semester began. In the second focus

group interview, grades and credits quickly became the very first topic of discussion.

Each teacher explained that the students seemed much more focused on grades and

credits than ever before. With more historical grade data over the course of the year, the
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teachers began having students plot grades and look at various scenarios and possibilities

with grades and credits for the next school year. Even in the final interviews at the end of

school, the teachers asserted that students felt enlightened when they more clearly

understood the academic process. One teacher recounted:

It’s ironic that you could put a kid in Algebra and Geometry, yet simple adding

and subtracting, multiplying, and dividing, and applying it to something…they

were absolutely astounded that they could figure out something that had some

relevance to what they were doing.

The teachers collectively agreed that this was a very important part of their role as an

adult advocate in the lives of the students. When summarizing the ROCK experience, it

was common to have teachers mention that most students appreciated the grade checks,

time in class to work on academics, and direct academic assistance from the teachers.

While the teachers continually worked with students on grade and academic

issues throughout each semester, they waited until the end of the course to address post-

high school alternatives. Within the last six weeks of each semester, the ROCK teachers

dedicated a large amount of time in class for exploration of college and career options.

The teachers revealed that so many of the inclusion students they had worked with in the

past never seemed to know anything about what to do or where to go after high school.

Consequently, they chose to bring in a wealth of resources and activities that would allow

students to examine and research areas of interest. In both semesters, the teachers

conducted various personality inventories for students to find out more about themselves.
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They also administered skills and interest inventories that provided students with various

career or job recommendations.

For the spring semester, the teachers mentioned that they revamped the college

and career unit with much more updated and exploratory activities. Students were

allowed more time in the computer lab investigating areas of interest for life after high

school. Also, the teachers found ways to incorporate mathematics into college and career

units. For example, the teachers created charts and graphs with financial information and

asked students to calculate costs and compare different tuition rates. As the ROCK

teachers summarized the entire year, they collectively agreed that the college and career

unit was a success with the students. A couple of teachers also added that students really

appreciated the time to choose their own path and be able to spend quality time

investigating that path.

A final note from the teacher side of this subsection must be included concerning

the teacher’s role in helping students take ownership of their educational experience.

Where grades and college/career activities are important, there were numerous examples

of the teachers taking valuable time to aid or intervene with students as they tried to

navigate through their freshman year. Some of the examples were as simple as finding

out how to get a replacement ID, or as complex as figuring out how to navigate through

the online registration process for the next school year. Many times, the teachers reported

that students from the fall semester still come back and ask for guidance on academic

issues or general school questions. One teacher added:
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There are kids on the campus that need it [an adult advocate] even though they

have great parents and great grades and all that. They’re going to have problems

and issues and things that come up that they’re going to need somebody to help

them, and then there’s the kids that don’t have any adult in their life and just need

somebody. And then there’s the kids in the middle who sometimes have adults,

sometimes don’t, but they don’t have anybody on campus.

Often times, the ROCK teachers commented on how the low socioeconomic and at-risk

students may have benefited from the class. The teachers listed example after example of

situations where a certain student would normally have just given up on something and

faced unfortunate consequences down the road, yet they stepped in and refused to let

little complications prevent these students from improving their skills at handling their

own academic or educational affairs.

When filling out the surveys and exit questionnaires, the students answered much

more positively toward the “ownership of education” category. On the exit questionnaires,

there were 19 responses on the “what I liked best about the ROCK class” question that

included college/career exploration, getting progress reports, and success skills. Another

11 responses included the appreciation for the time in class to get help with homework in

other classes. It is important to also note that there were 27 positive responses to the

lessons or projects in class, which likely included the college and career activities. With

141 total responses on the exit questionnaires, the results were favorable in this category.

On the student survey, 9 out of 60 students listed (15%) that their ROCK teachers were

very helpful in providing grades and working with students on their academic success.
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Taking the same sampling of coded responses, very few students specifically

listed these same types of items as negative in the ROCK class. In fact, only 3 out of 94

responses included the college and career part of the class as a least-liked component.

The largest grouping of negative responses in this category was about the lack of

homework time in class (4 out of 94). There were 18 negative responses concerning the

projects and lessons in the class that could have included items in this category, but,

taken as a whole, it appears that the students did appreciate the opportunities to take more

ownership in their educational experience.

Adult advocacy in general.

The intermediate aim of this study is all about personalization. The action

research team in this study found that the most effective and efficient path to true

personalization of education for students was through a dedicated adult advocate. The

various subsections presented under the intermediate aim were meant to highlight the role

of the ROCK teacher as an adult advocate for their students. Some comments and

examples in the observations and interviews may not fit a prescribed category of

personalization; rather, they are just basic references to the positive nature of adult

advocacy.

In a discussion about classroom decisions, one teacher mentioned, “They want to

have someone they can talk to- that will set boundaries for them…and it may not be their

parent.” This same teacher later commented, “It was through reading their journals that I

felt like there were a lot of cries for people to pay attention.” Another teacher claimed

that there is an enormous difference in the attitude of a student toward school by having
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an adult advocate- just having someone check on them and ask how things are going

every now and then. A third teacher added, “…knowing that someone believes in you can

make such a difference in your life. And I think that once a student knows that there’s

someone who believes in me- they believe I can be successful, they will do whatever they

can to [be successful].”

The teachers also included a few examples of how they intervened with other

teachers on campus on behalf of a student. One of the teachers revealed:

I even attended one of my kids classes because she was having trouble in there, so

I went to class to observe my student in that class, and see if we couldn’t come up

with some solutions on how we could make things better between the two of them,

and I visited with both the student and the teacher after my visit.

Likewise, another ROCK teacher referred to a time when she walked with a student to

another teacher’s room to work out their problems. The other teacher happened to be a

close friend of the ROCK teacher and it was frustrating to hear the student describe this

unhealthy relationship. The student was shocked to see her ROCK teacher refuse to

simply take the other teacher’s side, even though they were close friends. In the end, the

miscommunications and misunderstandings were corrected and life got much better

between the student and her other teacher.

All of the ROCK teachers had stories such as these and could not emphasize

enough the importance of having an adult advocate for students on campus. In general,

the students seemed to agree with this sentiment as well. The last question on the student

survey from the spring semester asked students if they believed having an adult at school
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to talk to about non-related school subjects was necessary. If so, what types of things

might they want to talk to this person about. Of the 60 student surveys used in this

sampling, 47 of the students (or 78%) agreed that having an adult advocate was beneficial.

The actual responses of the students were quite diverse in nature. For example, one

student listed, “Yes because a lot of students don’t have role models.” Another student

responded, “Yes, because it helps people get good grades in school if they have an adult

to talk to.” Finally, another student wrote, “Well for some people because they have a lot

of problems at home and that’s getting in the way with school.” While not all the students

feel it is necessary to have an adult advocate in their lives, a solid majority of them came

up with at least one reason to support an adult advocate program on campus.

Ultimate Aim

The ultimate aim of this study is to determine whether or not student taking the

ROCK class were more successful than those students who did not take the course at

VHS. A variety of student “performance” categories are utilized in this section to obtain a

more complete picture student success (Bernhardt 1998; Wade, 2001). The researcher is

responsible for all data gathered, coded, analyzed, and presented in this section. Due to

time constraints and campus administrative access restrictions, the teacher members of

the action research team were not able to participate in this portion of the study.

This study is very unique in that it uses an entire student population (the 2005-

2006 ninth-grade class at VHS) as a study group. The statistical analysis of various

student data categories will not deal with sampling error; thus, tests of significance will

not be used (Patten, 2004). For maximum trustworthiness and validity of findings, the
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researcher made it a priority to cross-reference multiple forms of student records and data

to ensure maximum inclusion of all qualifying VHS students in this study. Human error

is always a consideration in any research project, but the researcher ensures that a great

deal of time and effort was dedicated to providing the most accurate account of student

data in this study.

Introduction to the data.

In the early stages of this quantitative portion of the study, it became quite clear

that simple comparisons to selected groups of students were just not possible. I am a firm

believer in comparing “apples to apples,” especially when it comes to students groups in

schools. The students that participated in the ROCK class during the fall and spring

semesters were not chosen at random, nor were they selected to ensure an exact

representation of the multiple student population groups on campus. Throughout the

school year, I noticed that the ninth-grade counselor relied on the ROCK class to be a

“filler class” for many students that needed a last-minute schedule change or just needed

a class without a lot of pressure. Additionally, many students who were very active in

organizations or athletics on campus simply did not have room in their schedule for such

a class. The teachers and I agreed that this is just part of “school” and we realized that

having a pure study group each semester was impossible.

In order to get the most accurate depiction of the data for the ultimate aim, a few

guiding principles were established. First, the ROCK class was established to originally

serve incoming ninth-graders only. While two repeat ninth-graders found their way into

ROCK classes, only the incoming (or true) ninth-grade students were included in this
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study. This sample principle applies to all other students used in the comparison groups.

Any student who was not a 2005-2006 incoming ninth-grade student to VHS was not

included in this section. Moreover, any special education student not taking core

academic subjects in either the Resource or general education setting was not included in

the data analysis.

A couple of other guiding principles were not as easily applied, yet need to be

acknowledged. Students transferring in and out of VHS during the school year

complicate the use of any pure student data set. For any yearlong data comparison of

student groups, students who did not have two semesters of documented grades from

VHS were omitted from that particular study sample. However, transfer students may be

included in a comparison of data that only encompasses the semester they actually

attended VHS. Finally, the number of students (N) used in a given comparison may

fluctuate with regard to the type of question being asked. For example, the Spring ROCK

students would all be used when comparing their ROCK grades to the Fall ROCK

students, but any Spring ROCK student who did not attend VHS in the fall of 2005 would

be removed from this student group when looking at full-year course credits. Notations

will be provided for any necessary clarifications on student data reporting throughout this

section.

Many different tables will be used that include certain student demographic

information that will be abbreviated for spacing purposes. This abbreviation system will

be used throughout the section and is described in more detail on Table 5. Also, Table 5

presents a brief explanation of each student population group for additional clarification.
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Table 5

Student Population Group Abbreviations

Student Population Abbrev. Explanations

Economically Disadvantaged Eco Dis Students qualifying for free and

reduced lunch.

Special Education SPED Students qualifying for and receiving

special education services.

At-Risk At-Risk Students “in need of additional

interventions” based on grades and

TAKS performance.

Limited English Proficient LEP Students qualifying for services as

English Language Learners.

Talented and Gifted TAG Students qualifying for TAG services

Note. Student population representation is based on guidelines set by the district and/or the state of Texas.

Fall 2005 ROCK students.

This subsection will concentrate on the students who were the first group to take

the ROCK class at VHS. Unlike the Spring ROCK students, this group had the chance to

experience an entire school year as a current or former ROCK participant. Table 6

portrays selected demographic information on the Fall ROCK students, other VHS

students who never participated in a ROCK class, and the combined total student

population of this data set. The number of students (N) in each group and the proportion
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(%) of each group provides a comparison of the different student populations in each

group of students. Despite the small number of students in the Fall 2005 ROCK course

(N=75) compared to the Other Students population (N=531), it is beneficial to compare

the Fall ROCK student population groups with the All Students group to see how closely

they match up. With regard to the ethnicity comparisons, there are a much higher

percentage of Hispanic students in the ROCK class than in All Student group.

Another item of significance exists in the comparison of student population

groups. ROCK Students in the Economically Disadvantaged, SPED, and At-Risk groups

are represented at much higher percentages than in the All Students group. All three of

these groups traditionally come with a unique set of circumstances and present definite

challenges to educators. It is important to keep these population numbers in mind when

analyzing the data in this subsection.

The ultimate aim calls for the study to address four fundamental categories of

data- academic credits, TAKS performance, attendance, and recorded disciplinary

infractions. Although there is not any rank order of these data categories, credits are

probably most important for the educational future of the students and will be covered

first. Table 7 breaks down the amount of core academic credits the students received in

the Fall 2005 semester only. Core academic credits would cover any course that falls

under the scope of Mathematics, English Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science.

Students could earn a maximum of two core credits per semester- one half credit for each

subject. Using two credits as a goal for all students, data in Table 7 indicates that white

students are the only ethnic group having at least 80% obtain the maximum amount of
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Table 6

Student Population Groups- Fall 2005

ROCK Students Other Students Total Population

Student Pop. No. % No. % No. %

Ethnicity

Native Amer. 1 1.3 0 - 1 0.2

Asian 4 5.3 24 4.5 28 4.6

African Amer. 3 4.0 53 10.0 56 9.2

Hispanic 25 33.3 135 25.4 160 26.4

White 42 56.0 319 60.1 361 59.6

TOTAL 75 100 531 100 606 100

Pop. Group Students (n=75) Students (n=531) Students (n=606)

Eco Dis. 22 29.3 139 26.2 161 26.6

SPED 7 9.3 34 6.4 41 6.8

At-Risk 36 48.0 175 33.0 211 34.8

LEP 4 5.3 31 5.8 35 5.8

TAG 4 5.3 41 7.7 45 7.4

core credits in the fall of 2005. The three special population groups present an even more

alarming scenario with a majority not meeting the two-credit maximum. Because students

at VHS have the opportunity to grade-average between the fall and spring semesters,

these fall semester credit numbers are not necessarily permanent. More attention will be
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paid to the final student grades, but these fall numbers are valuable as a means of

capturing student progress after a full semester in the ROCK class.

Table 7

Core Credits Earned for Fall 2005 ROCK Students

Core Credits Earned – Fall 2005 Semester

0 – 0.5 1 – 1.5 2

Stud. Group N N % N % N %

Nat. Am. 1 0 - 0 - 1 100

Asian 4 1 25.0 0 - 3 75.0

Af. Am. 3 1 33.3 2 66.7 0 -

Hispanic 25 6 24.0 4 16.0 15 60.0

White 42 4 9.5 4 9.5 34 81.0

TOTAL 75 12 16.0 10 13.3 53 70.1

Eco Dis. 22 8 36.4 5 22.7 9 40.9

SPED 7 3 42.9 2 28.6 2 28.6

At-Risk 36 11 30.1 6 16.7 19 52.8

Note. Data for LEP and TAG students not available.

Being the only group of students who may be considered full-year ROCK

students, how would they compare to the other VHS students who never took the class?

Table 8 lists the comparison of core and overall credit acquisition between Fall ROCK
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students and all other VHS students. While the Other Students group had at least 10%

more students securing the highest number of core and overall credits, an interesting fact

presents itself when splitting the credit chart into halves. 86.3% of Fall ROCK students

obtained three to four core credits compared to 85.4% of the other VHS students. With

regard to overall credits, 90.4% of Fall ROCK students obtained six to eight credits

compared to 86.5% of the other VHS students. Therefore, a higher percentage of Fall

ROCK students (3.9%) earned enough overall credits to advance to the next grade level.

Table 8

Fall 2005 ROCK Students versus All Other VHS Students- Credits

Stud. Group N 2005-2006 School Year Credits Earned

Core Academic Credits

0.0 – 1.0 1.5 – 2.5 3.0 – 3.5 4.0

No. % No. % No. % No. %

Fall ROCK 73 4 5.5 6 8.2 12 16.4 51 69.9

Other VHS 452 20 4.4 46 10.2 25 5.5 361 79.9

Overall Credits – Year

0.0 – 3.0 3.5 – 5.5 6.0 – 7.0 7.5 - 8.0

No. % No. % No. % No. %

Fall ROCK 73 5 6.8 2 2.7 17 23.3 49 67.1

Other VHS 452 23 5.1 38 8.4 39 8.6 352 77.9

Note. Ninth grade students must earn a minimum of 6.0 credits to advance to the next grade level.
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In order to provide a more in-depth understanding of credit results, Table 9

contributes the types of classes that students took at VHS. The purpose here is to enhance

the findings presented in Table 8 by scrutinizing which types of core academic courses all

of the students participated in. Students taking at least one course in the Upper-Level and

Table 9

Types of Core Academic Courses Taken- Fall 2005

Upper-Levela Resourceb Regularc

Student Group N No. % No. % No. %

Fall ROCK 73 27 37.0 2 2.7 44 60.1

Other Students 452 237 52.4 6 1.3 209 46.2

Note. aUpper Level courses consist of any Pre-AP/ TAG course or an upper-level regular course taken due

to credits earned in Middle School. bResource classes are more restrictive environment courses for Special

Education students only. cRegular courses are traditional core course offerings for ninth-grade students at

VHS- Algebra 1, English 1, Integrated Physics and Chemistry (IPC), and World Geography.

Resource categories would be counted in those categories. Students had to take all four

regular core classes to be classified in the Regular category. Closer inspection of the

Upper-Level and Regular course categories supports the reality that this is not a true

“apples to apples” comparison by any means. In the Other Students category, 15.4%

more of the students took at least one upper-level core course. The Fall ROCK course

consisted of many more students represented in the Resource and Regular categories.

Considering that approximately 95% of the Upper-Level students in this study achieved
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the highest levels of credit attainment at VHS, the ROCK students fared quite well in

comparison.

The next category of data to inspect is performance on the Reading and Math

TAKS tests. It is wise to keep in mind the information provided in Table 9 when

comparing TAKS performance of the Fall ROCK students and the other VHS students.

Table 10 describes the results on the 2006 Reading and Math TAKS tests for students

who completed both semesters at VHS for the 2005-2006 school year. In nearly all areas

and student groups, the Other Students outperformed the Fall ROCK students. In some

cases, there were significant differences in performance. For instance, there was an 18%

difference in the passing rate of the Other Students compared to the Fall ROCK students.

The last two categories of data deal primarily with student behaviors. Unlike the

course credit and TAKS categories, the presentation of attendance and disciplinary data

tends to have more limiting factors that should be noted. Even with administrator access,

the most accessible attendance report I had only listed students with 10 or more absences

for the entire school year. Furthermore, this same report contained “tardy” information on

all listed students. The only data on tardies I could use were from the students having 10

or more absences for the 2005-2006 school year. Since tardies were never a main

category of data for this study, this limitation is not considered significant.

With this attendance report as a guiding resource, Table 11 provides information

on student attendance and tardies for the Fall ROCK students and other VHS students. It

is worth noting that the information provided in the absence report is only as reliable as
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Table 10

2006 TAKS Comparisons- Fall ROCK versus Other Students

TAKS Reading TAKS Math

Fall ROCK Other Students Fall ROCK Other Students

Student Groups N P % N P % N P % N P %

Native Amer. 1 100 0 - 1 100 0 -

Asian 4 75 24 96 4 50 24 100

African Amer. 3 67 43 84 3 67 41 56

Hispanic 22 77 99 79 20 45 95 57

White 40 90 267 97 40 63 268 82

TOTAL 70 84 433 91 68 57 428 75

Eco Dis. 20 75 105 83 20 45 99 57

SPED 5 60 22 50 4 0 17 47

At-Risk 33 73 127 76 33 27 125 35

LEP 4 25 21 43 4 50 20 20

TAG 4 100 37 100 4 100 37 97

Note. P % = Percent of the student group meeting the Passing standard. Also, differences in the number of

students taking each TAKS test may be attributed to various reasons, such as being absent on the test date

or exempt from taking either test.

the teachers inputting the data. It is likely that teachers have either forgotten or chose not

to enter information in the attendance reporting system. Naturally, this would skew the

accuracy of the data in Table 11.
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Table 11

Attendance and Tardy Data- Fall ROCK versus Other Students

Range of Absences Tardies

10 – 30 31 – 60 60 + 20+

Student Group N No. % No. % No. % No. %

Fall ROCK 73 21 28.8 20 27.4 13 17.8 16 21.9

Other Students 452 138 30.5 80 17.7 69 15.3 96 21.2

Note. Students may be coded as absent if they are not present in class after the first 10 minutes of a class

period. Students may be coded as tardy if they arrive in class between the beginning of the class period and

the first 10 minutes of class.

Limitations aside, the data in Table 11 is very valuable for this study. Whereby

the tardy data comes out quite even, there is a noticeable difference in the attendance data.

Nearly 10% more of the Fall ROCK students appeared in the 31-60 absence range when

compared to Other Students. Also, 74% of the Fall ROCK students had 10 or more

absences on the year. Compared to the 63.5% of the Other Students group, Fall ROCK

students did not have better attendance than the students who did not take the ROCK

class at VHS.

Similar to the attendance data, the disciplinary data has its own set of unique

benefits and limitations. Disciplinary data was obtained by using processed discipline

referrals for students in the ninth grade at VHS. Any discipline referral not actually

processed by the disciplinary office at VHS would not be included in this study. Also,

any referral processed for excessive tardies or attendance was removed from the data set
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because of the attendance and tardy data previously used; otherwise, all other types of

referrals were part of the disciplinary evaluation.

The disciplinary data was divided by semester to examine any significant changes

or differences. A total of 22 (30.1%) Fall ROCK students had at least one disciplinary

infraction during the fall semester (N=73). 21 students (28.8%) of this same group had at

least one disciplinary infraction in the spring semester. Comparatively, 97 (21.5%) and

101 (22.3%) of the other VHS students received disciplinary referrals in the fall and

springs semesters respectively (N=452). Even though the Fall ROCK student discipline

numbers were higher than other students each semester, the percentages did swing in

opposite directions slightly. Finally, the amount of students removed to the district’s

alternative education program (DAEP) for disciplinary reasons is also worth mentioning.

5 of the 73 Fall ROCK students were placed in the DAEP in the spring semester- two for

possession of a controlled substance and three for fighting on campus. 9 of the 452 other

VHS students were placed in the DAEP- six for fighting and three for persistent

misbehavior.

Spring 2006 ROCK students.

This subsection will focus on the students taking the ROCK courses offered in the

spring semester of 2006. Unlike the Fall ROCK students, these students did not have the

chance to experience an entire school year as a ROCK participant. Table 12 portrays

selected demographic information on Spring ROCK students, other VHS students who

never participated in a ROCK class either semester, and the combined total student

population of this data set. According to the data in Table 12, Spring ROCK group
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Table 12

Student Population Groups- Spring 2006

ROCK Students Other Students Total Population

Student Pop. No. % No. % No. %

Ethnicity

Native Amer. 0 - 0 - 0 -

Asian 0 - 25 5.3 25 4.5

African Amer. 10 12.8 49 10.4 59 10.7

Hispanic 22 28.2 119 25.2 141 25.6

White 46 59.0 280 59.2 326 59.2

TOTAL 78 100 473 100 551 100

Pop. Group Students (n=78) Students (n=473) Students (n=551)

Eco Dis. 24 30.8 120 25.4 144 26.1

SPED 7 9.0 28 5.9 35 6.4

At-Risk 34 43.6 143 30.2 177 32.1

LEP 2 2.6 30 6.3 32 5.8

TAG 4 5.1 37 7.8 41 7.4

student ethnic group percentages match up closely with the All Students group with the

former having a slightly higher proportion of Hispanic and African American students.

Similar to the Fall ROCK group, there are higher percentages of Economically
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Disadvantaged, SPED, and At-Risk students in the Spring ROCK classes when compared

to the averages of these groups in the All Students category.

Following the pattern in the previous subsection, the four main categories of data

and the same form of group comparisons will be presented for the Spring ROCK students.

Table 13 breaks down the amount of core academic credits the students earned in the

spring semester of 2006 only. Using the 2-credit goal for each student group, it is evident

Table 13

Core Credits Earned- Spring 2006 ROCK Students

Core Credits Earned – Spring 2006 Semester

0 – 0.5 1 – 1.5 2

Stud. Group N N % N % N %

Nat. Am. 0 0 - 0 - 0 -

Asian 0 0 - 0 - 0 -

Af. Am. 10 4 40.0 2 20.0 4 40.0

Hispanic 22 4 18.2 13 59.1 5 22.7

White 42 6 13.0 17 37.0 23 50.0

TOTAL 78  14 18.0 32 41.0 32 41.0

Eco Dis. 24 5 20.8 15 62.5 4 16.7

SPED 7 1 14.0 1 14.0 5 71.4

At-Risk 34 11 32.7 14 41.2 9 26.5

Note. Data for LEP and TAG students not available.
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that many of the Spring ROCK students did not do so well in the core academic subject

areas. Only 16.7% of the Economically Disadvantaged students (N=24) and 22.7% of

Hispanic students (N=22) earned credit in all four core academic courses. As mentioned

in the Fall ROCK subsection, the grade-averaging possibility does exist for these students,

but percentages for the spring semester only are not good.

The Spring ROCK students were not included in the Fall 2005 comparison groups

with regard to core and overall credit acquisition. They spent the fall semester “on their

Table 14

Spring 2006 ROCK Students versus All Other VHS Students- Credits

Stud. Group N 2005-2006 School Year Credits Earned

Core Academic Credits

0.0 – 1.0 1.5 – 2.5 3.0 – 3.5 4.0

No. % No. % No. % No. %

Spring ROCK 75 9 12.0 8 10.7 11 14.7 47 62.7

Other Students 452 20 4.4 46 10.2 25 5.5 361 79.9

Overall Credits – Year

0.0 – 3.0 3.5 – 5.5 6.0 – 7.0 7.5 – 8.0

No. % No. % No. % No. %

Spring ROCK 75 8 10.7 7 9.3 16 21.3 44 58.7

Other Students 452 23 5.1 38 8.4 39 8.6 352 77.9

Note. Ninth grade students must earn a minimum of 6.0 credits to advance to the next grade level.
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own” and without being exposed to an intensive adult advocate system, such as the

ROCK class. When measured against the same Other Students category in the Fall

ROCK subsection, how would this spring group match up (see Table 14)? The Other

Students group had percentages of 17.2 and 19.2 points higher for the Core and Overall

Credit categories respectively. Likewise, 77.3% of the Spring ROCK students earned

three to four core credits compared to 85.4% of the other VHS students. The picture was

similar when looking at the overall amount of credits earned for the year.

80.0% of the Spring ROCK students obtained 6-8 overall credits for the year compared to

86.5% of the Other Student group.

Table 15 contributes the types of core classes taken by the Spring ROCK students

and the other students at VHS. Again, the purpose is to scrutinize the data portrayed in

Table 14. Comparisons of the Upper-Level and Regular course categories

Table 15

Types of Core Academic Courses Taken- Spring 2006

Upper-Levela Resourceb Regularc

Student Group N No. % No. % No. %

Spring ROCK 75 20 25.6 3 3.8 53 70.5

Other Students 452 237 52.4 6 1.3 20 46.2

Note. aUpper Level courses consist of any Pre-AP/ TAG course or an upper-level regular course taken due

to credits earned in Middle School. bResource classes are more restrictive environment courses for Special

Education students only. cRegular courses are traditional core course offerings for ninth-grade students at

VHS- Algebra 1, English 1, Integrated Physics and Chemistry (IPC), and World Geography.
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overwhelmingly display the reality that these two groups of students are not similar. In

the Other Students category, 26.8% more of the students took at least one upper-level

core course. 24.3% more of the Spring ROCK population took regular core classes

Table 16

2006 TAKS Comparisons- Spring ROCK versus Other Students

TAKS Reading TAKS Math

Spr. ROCK Other Students Spr. ROCK Other Students

Student Groups N P % N P % N P % N P %

Native Amer. 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -

Asian 0 - 24 96 0 - 24 100

African Amer. 9 67 43 84 9 33 41 56

Hispanic 18 78 99 79 17 47 95 57

White 44 91 267 97 42 81 268 82

TOTAL 71 87 433 91 68 66 428 75

Eco Dis. 21 71 105 83 20 45 99 57

SPED 5 80 22 50 4 25 17 47

At-Risk 33 82 127 76 29 38 125 35

LEP 2 0 21 43 2 0 20 20

TAG 4 100 37 100 4 100 37 97

Note. P % = Percent of the student group meeting the Passing standard. Also, differences in the number of

students taking each TAKS test may be attributed to various reasons, such as being absent on the test date

or exempt from taking either test.
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compared to other VHS students. These are very significant differences in student

populations and must be realized when making any judgments on student performance.

Table 16 correlates results for the Reading and Math TAKS tests between Spring

ROCK students and other students at VHS. Based on the information in Table 15, the

results presented in Table 16 are not surprising at all. The only category in which any

Spring ROCK student population group outperformed a similar VHS student population

group was the At-Risk students on the Math TAKS test. 38% of the Spring ROCK At-

Risk students passed the Math TAKS compared to 35% of the Other Students At-Risk

group.

With noticeable differences in student performance categories, how would the

Spring ROCK students compare with the other VHS students? Table 17 provides the

Attendance and Tardy data for this analysis. Unlike the Fall ROCK students’ comparison,

Table 17

Attendance and Tardy Data- Spring ROCK versus Other Students

Range of Absences Tardies

10 – 30 31 – 60 60 + 20+

Student Group N No. % No. % No. % No. %

Spring ROCK 75 14 18.7 16 21.3 21 28.0 21 28.0

Other Students 452 138 30.5 80 17.7 69 15.3 96 21.2

Note. Students may be coded as absent if they are not present in class after the first 10 minutes of a class

period. Students may be coded as tardy if they arrive in class between the beginning of the class period and

the first 10 minutes of class.
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percentage numbers of Spring ROCK students with 20 or more tardies are much higher

than those of the Other Students. Additionally, 28% of the Spring ROCK students had 60

or more absences during the school year compared to only 15.3% of other VHS students.

Overall, 68% of Spring ROCK students and 63.5% of the Other Students had 10 or more

absences for the year.

Disciplinary data was utilized in the same manner as the fall semester

comparisons. A total of 27 Spring ROCK students (36%) had at least one disciplinary

infraction during the fall semester (N=75). 33 students of this same group (44%) had at

least one disciplinary infraction in the spring semester. 97of the other VHS students

(21.5%) received at least one discipline referral in the fall with 101 (22.3%) receiving

referrals in the spring semester (N=452). Because these students were not part of the

ROCK program in the fall, it would shine a much brighter light on the ROCK course if

the disciplinary infractions declined in the spring semester. This was not the case with an

8% increase in the amount of students receiving referrals from the fall to spring semesters.

A final note in this subsection is reserved for the amount of students placed in the DAEP

in this comparison group. Only 1 out of the 75 Spring ROCK students was ever placed in

the DAEP during the year (in the fall semester for fighting). 9 of the 452 other VHS

students were placed in the DAEP- six for fighting and three for persistent misbehavior in

the spring semester. Although the Spring ROCK students did receive more referrals than

other students, they certainly did not commit the more serious campus offenses to be

placed in an alternative setting.

ROCK students as a united group.
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The individual breakdowns of the Fall and Spring ROCK students were included

under the ultimate aim in an effort to accentuate any distinct differences in performance

or behavior results when compared to other students at VHS who never took a ROCK

course. This subsection is dedicated to uniting all ROCK students into one student

grouping. The Other Students category will continue to be used as the comparison

population. Table 18 provides the student population group numbers for all ROCK

students and other VHS students. The total number of ROCK students used in this

subsection equates to 24.7% of the total student population studied. With nearly a quarter

of the total student population represented from both ROCK semesters, the data becomes

much more statistically significant for this study.

A comparison of these two groups is provided in Table 18. The ROCK group

contains a 5% higher representation of Hispanic students than the Other Students group,

as well as slightly higher percentage representations of SPED and Economically

Disadvantaged students. The largest difference between student population groups rests

in the At-Risk category. Comparing the ROCK Students to Other Students, At-Risk

students make up 46.6% of the ROCK student population; whereas At-Risk students

comprise only 30.5% of the Other Students group.

Table 19 looks at the core and overall academic credits earned by the ROCK and

other VHS students during the 2005-2006 school year. When comparing this same type

of data between the Fall ROCK and Other Students groups, the Fall ROCK students did

earn more core and overall academic credits at the higher end of each scale. As a

combined group, however, the ROCK students fell short in comparison to the other VHS
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Table 18

Student Population Groups- 2005-2006 School Year

ROCK Students Other Students Total Population

Student Pop. No. % No. % No. %

Ethnicity

Native Amer. 1 0.7 0 0.0 1 0.2

Asian 4 2.7 24 5.3 28 4.7

African Amer. 12 8.1 44 9.7 56 9.3

Hispanic 44 29.7 110 24.3 154 25.7

White 87 58.8 274 60.6 361 60.2

TOTAL 148 100 452 100 600 100

Pop. Group Students (n=148) Students (n=452) Students (n=600)

Eco Dis. 43 29.1 114 25.2 157 26.2

SPED 13 8.8 27 6.0 40 6.7

At-Risk 69 46.6 138 30.5 207 34.5

LEP 6 4.1 29 6.4 35 5.8

TAG 8 5.4 37 8.2 45 7.5

Note. The ROCK Student Group comprises 24.7% of the total 2005-2006 student population group (600).

students. Here, 81.7% of ROCK students earned between three and four core credits with

85.1% earning between six and eight credits for the year. 86.3% of the Other Students

earned between three and four core credits with 90.4% earning six to eight overall credits.
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Table 19

All ROCK Students versus All Other VHS Students- Credits

Student Group N 2005-2006 School Year Credits Earned

Core Academic Credits

0.0 – 1.0 1.5 – 2.5 3.0 – 3.5 4.0

No. % No. % No. % No. %

ROCK Students 148 13 8.8 14 9.5 23 15.5 98 66.2

Other Students 452 20 4.4 46 10.2 25 5.5 361 79.9

Overall Credits – Year

0.0 – 3.0 3.5 – 5.5 6.0 – 7.0 7.5 – 8.0

No. % No. % No. % No. %

ROCK Students 148 13 8.8 9 6.1 33 22.3 93 62.8

Other Students 452 23 5.1 38 8.4 39 8.6 352 77.9

Note. Ninth grade students must earn a minimum of 6.0 credits to advance to the next grade level.

Taking the types of courses taken by students into consideration, Table 20

underscores the need to again view performance results with caution. In the combined

ROCK Group, the percentage of students taking Upper-Level core courses is 31.8%. This

is 20.6 percentage points below the proportion of Other Students taking Upper-Level core

courses. Interestingly, there is almost the same number of Resource students in both

groups. Table 20 also reveals that most students taking a ROCK course in either the fall
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or spring semesters are taking regular core academic courses, whereas the majority of

Other Students are in Upper-Level core courses.

Table 20

Types of Core Academic Courses Taken- Yearly Comparison

Upper-Levela Resourceb Regularc

Student Group N No. % No. % No. %

ROCK Students 148 47 31.8 5 3.4 96 64.9

Other Students 452 237 52.4 6 1.3 209 46.2

Note. aUpper Level courses consist of any Pre-AP/ TAG course or an upper-level regular course taken due

to credits earned in Middle School. bResource classes are more restrictive environment courses for Special

Education students only. cRegular courses are traditional core course offerings for ninth-grade students at

VHS- Algebra 1, English 1, Integrated Physics and Chemistry (IPC), and World Geography.

There were not many areas of the TAKS test results that either the Fall or Spring

ROCK students outperformed the other VHS students. As a combined group, there are no

visible areas of significant difference in favor of the ROCK students on the Math TAKS;

however, the SPED and At-Risk ROCK students did have higher passing percentages on

the Reading TAKS. Table 21 includes all Reading and Math TAKS comparison for

ROCK and Other Students.

Next, Table 22 provides the attendance and tardy data for these same comparison

groups. This data indicates that, as a combined group, 68.8% of the ROCK students had

10 or more absences during the 2005-2006 school year. 63.5% of the other VHS students
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Table 21

2006 TAKS Comparisons- ROCK Students versus Other Students

TAKS Reading TAKS Math

ROCK Other Students ROCK Other Students

Student Groups N P % N P % N P % N P %

Native Amer. 1 100 0 - 0 - 0 -

Asian 4 75 24 96 4 50 24 100

African Amer. 12 67 43 84 12 42 41 56

Hispanic 40 78 99 79 37 46 95 57

White 84 90 267 97 82 72 268 82

TOTAL 141 85 433 91 136 62 428 75

Eco Dis. 41 73 105 83 40 45 99 57

SPED 10 70 22 50 8 13 17 47

At-Risk 66 77 127 76 62 32 125 35

LEP 6 17 21 43 6 33 20 20

TAG 8 100 37 100 8 100 37 97

Note. P % = Percent of the student group meeting the Passing standard.

listed had 10 or more absences. When combining the last two columns of attendance

figures in Table 22, 45.2% of ROCK students have at least 31 absences compared to

33.0% of the Other Students group. Tardy figures were similar for both groups with

ROCK group having about 3% more of its population with 20 or more tardies for the year.
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Table 22

Attendance and Tardy Data- ROCK Students versus Other Students

Range of Absences Tardies

10 – 30 31 – 60 60 + 20+

Student Group N No. % No. % No. % No. %

Spring ROCK 148 35 23.6 35 23.6 32 21.6 36 24.3

Other Students 452 138 30.5 80 17.7 69 15.3 96 21.2

Note. Students may be coded as absent if they are not present in class after the first 10 minutes of a class

period. Students may be coded as tardy if they arrive in class between the beginning of the class period and

the first 10 minutes of class.

Disciplinary data for the ROCK students and the other VHS students continues

the trend of this subsection. As a combined ROCK group, any small advantage of

numerical data in these students’ favor is eliminated. A total of 49 ROCK students

(33.1%) received at least one disciplinary referral in the fall semester (N=148). 97 of the

Other Students (21.5%) had a minimum of one referral in the fall semester. This

establishes a difference of 11.6% of the total ROCK population having more referrals in

the fall semester of 2005. Furthermore, 53 ROCK students (35.8%) had at least one

referral in the spring semester compared to 101 of the other VHS students (22.3%). There

is a modest gain in the percentage of students receiving disciplinary referrals for both

groups in the spring semester. The number of ROCK students placed in the DAEP for

more serious disciplinary offenses during the year totaled six- two for possession of a

controlled substance and four for fighting on campus (N=148). The Other Students group
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had 9 of its 452 students placed in the DAEP during the year- three for persistent

misbehavior and six for fighting on campus.

Additional data to consider.

One missing piece of information from the previous subsections is how the

ROCK students performed in the ROCK class itself. Table 23 provides an analysis of the

Fall, Spring, and combined semesters of ROCK students and their passing rates in the

ROCK class. Comparing the Fall and Spring students alone, there is a notable difference

in the passing percentages of African American, Hispanic, and Economically

Disadvantaged students between semesters. Overall, students that took the ROCK course

in the fall semester fared much better in the end with 93% of all students passing the class.

When final grades came out for the spring semester, however, the total passing rate for all

students was only 85%- mostly due to the aforementioned student population groups. Not

mentioned in Table 23 is the fact that 12 out of the 22 Hispanic and 7 out of the 10

African American students are also classified as Economically Disadvantaged. In their

focus group and individual interviews, the teachers did make several comments about the

difficulty in reaching many of the Spring ROCK students. Either way, the Spring ROCK

students clearly did not fare as well as their Fall counterparts.

A final source of data presented in this final subsection has nothing to do with the

purpose or aims of this study, but was easily attainable and has been used as a powerful

variable in student success stories. When gathering the various categories of data for this

study, the researcher also made notations for any student enrolled in a course that also

requires participation in a sport or activity outside of the normal school day. It is possible
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Table 23

Student Performance in the ROCK Classes

ROCK – Fall ROCK - Spring ROCK Total

Student Groups No. P %a No. P %b No. P %c

Native Amer. 1 100 0 - 1 100

Asian 4 100 0 - 4 100

African Amer. 3 100 10 70 12 75

Hispanic 25 88 22 68 44 82

White 42 95 46 96 87 98

TOTAL 75 93 78 85 148 91

Eco Dis. 22 91 24 63 43 79

SPED 7 71 7 71 13 77

At-Risk 36 86 34 79 69 84

LEP 4 75 2 50 6 67

TAG 4 100 4 100 8 100

Note.
a
One student in the Fall group passed the course, but lost credit due to excessive absences.

b
Four

students in the Spring group passed the course, but lost credit due to excessive absences.
c
Two students in

the Total group passed either the Fall or Spring courses, but lost credit due to excessive absences.

for students to participate in extra- or co-curricular activities and not be enrolled in any of

the corresponding classes; however, this is rare and not considered significant in this data.

It should also be pointed out that the vast majority of extra- or co-curricular classes at
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VHS are double-blocked. This means that double-blocked students in these classes report

to their coach, director, or sponsor at the same time every day for 90 minutes.

Using the combined data set of all ROCK students (N=148), 35.1% participated

in some type of activity, such as athletics, band, choir, orchestra, cheerleading, drill team

prep, or JMROTC. Contrarily, 69.7% of the other VHS students who never took a ROCK

class participated in these same types of activities. Nearly double the amount of Other

Students participated in an extra- or co-curricular activity at VHS when compared to their

ROCK counterparts. This data becomes important when the adult advocate nature of the

many coaches, directors, and sponsors comes into play.

Summary of Findings

While a more comprehensive presentation of the results will be provided in

Chapter 5, a brief summary should help organize the different types of data gathered for

this study. It is worth noting that there were no audio-recorded focus group interviews

during the fall semester. The first 9-week debriefing took place as a structured meeting,

but responses were not recorded and transcribed. Also, one of the teacher members was

not individually interviewed at the conclusion of the school year due to a family

emergency situation.

In order to meet the requirement of “significant professional growth under the

immediate aim, the teachers were to demonstrate a high level of mastery in data-driven

decision making (d3m), collaboration, and reflection. First, I compared my preconceived

notions of what d3m should look like with that of the teacher’s version. While the two did

not match up, I realized that the teachers viewed personal data as much more important
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than “the numbers.” There was not any requirement or training session on what d3m

should look like, so this occurrence was not surprising.

Several questions were posed for the analysis of team collaboration and reflection

in the study. These questions were:

1. What amount and type of collaborative activity took place among the action

research team members?

2. Were collaborative activities structured or unstructured in nature?

3. What forms of reflective activity did the action research team members engage in,

and how often?

4. Were there any examples of true reflective practice based on definitions provided

in the literature?

Unless I actually called a meeting, most collaborative activities among the team members

were not structured; however, the teachers did meet on an almost daily basis with

immense amounts of time spent throughout the day on planning and reflecting for the

ROCK class. The unique nature of these special education inclusion teachers’ daily

schedule countered the recommendations in the literature that collaborative activity must

be structured to gain maximum benefits. Also, all of the teachers proved to be very

reflective in nature. In the many formal and informal interactions with the teachers, I

noticed that most of their reflective activity fell along the lines of critical reflection

(Mezirow, 1998). These teachers were truly dedicated and committed to improving their

own skills and practice to better serve their students.
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Personalization of the students’ educational experience was the focus of the

intermediate aim. The teachers were responsible for three essential facets of

personalization taken from the literature. As an adult advocate, they would: (a) establish

positive and supportive relationships with each student, (b) help students make better

choices and decisions in their daily lives, and (c) help students make better choices and

decisions concerning their education and future. As a major part of the investigation of

personalization in this study, student responses on an exit questionnaire and survey were

included with feedback obtained from teachers for a more all-inclusive portrayal of

findings. Both students and teachers enjoyed and benefited from the types of

relationships formed through the ROCK class. Each group also had a more positive

response to the college and career explorations conducted in class, as well as the time

spent on grades and academic success. The amount of time spent in class (90 minutes

every other day) was a negative for both teachers and students. Finding quality activities

for continual engagement was a challenge for the teachers.

Data gathered for the ultimate aim was more quantitative and focused primarily

on (a) core and overall academic course credits, (b) results on the 2006 Reading and Math

TAKS tests, (c) student attendance, and (d) student disciplinary infractions. Also included

in this section were student population group representations, levels of core academic

courses taken (Upper, Resource, and Regular), tardies, and participation in extra- and/or

co-curricular activities. Due to time and access restrictions for teachers, the researcher

became solely responsible for the data collected and analyzed under the ultimate aim.
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An important factor when looking at the performance and behavioral data for

students is to understand the diversity that exists between comparison groups. The Fall

and Spring ROCK students, whether viewed separately or as a combined group, did not

match up evenly when compared to other VHS students. Although the combined

semesters of ROCK students equaled less than 25% of the freshmen class, sampling error

was not taken into consideration because the entire population of incoming ninth-grade

students at VHS was used in the study. There were always more Economically

Disadvantaged, Special Education, and At-Risk students represented in the total student

populations of ROCK classes. Based on proportions of student groups represented, it can

be said that the ROCK teachers dealt with a much more challenging group of students

than the Other Students comparison group.

This representation information becomes significant when looking at Reading and

Math TAKS results, core and overall credit acquisition, attendance, and disciplinary

infractions. In all of these categories, the combined group of Fall and Spring ROCK

students were not as successful at meeting most of the criteria as the comparison group of

other VHS students. In fact, the only category of data that displayed the All ROCK

Students group as “beating” the Other Students was the At-Risk student performance on

the Reading TAKS test. 77% of the ROCK students passed this test with 76% of the

Other Students meeting the passing standard.

When viewed separately, however, there were some additional highlights for

ROCK students. The Fall ROCK students actually did better than the other VHS student

group in obtaining higher percentages of core and overall academic credits. This data
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becomes more impressive when it is revealed that the Fall ROCK students do not take

near as many upper-level core courses as the Other Students group. The highlight for the

Spring ROCK students appeared on TAKS results. Here, the Spring ROCK At-Risk

student group outperformed the Other Students At-Risk group on the Reading and Math

TAKS tests by 6% and 3% respectively.

A final category of data presented in the ultimate aim covered the amount of

participation in extra- and/or co-curricular activities by ROCK and other VHS students. It

is typically recognized that students who are more active in activities or organizations on

campus are more successful than students who are not active. Nearly 70% of the Other

Students group participated in extra- or co-curricular activities at VHS, whereas only

about 35% of the ROCK students participated in such activities.

Even though the ultimate aim of this study failed to present the ROCK students as

more “successful” than other VHS students, there should be a great deal of caution

applied when simply looking at the numbers. These were not necessarily “apples to

apples” comparisons; however, this does not mean that the data is worthless or

insignificant. On the contrary, student population group comparisons are quite valuable

when used in areas such as TAKS performance. Also, any areas where the ROCK

students actually outperformed other VHS students are quite significant. The ultimate aim

section proves why it is much better to incorporate a mixed methods (Patten, 2004;

Ritchie, 2003) and more comprehensive approach to gathering data before making any

final determination of results.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Study and Procedures

This action research study involved a group of educators utilizing research-based

strategies as part of an ongoing effort to increase ninth-grade student success in a large

suburban high school. The action research team, composed of four special education

teachers and an assistant principal, had the challenge and opportunity to define and

measure student success for approximately 160 ninth-grade students taking a new

elective course entitled, Reaching Out Capturing Kids (ROCK).

Team members applied the strategies of data-driven decision making,

collaboration, reflection, and action research in an effort to promote teacher professional

growth, personalize students’ educational experience, and increase student academic

achievement. The study employed a mixed qualitative and quantitative methodological

approach (Patten, 2004; Ritchie, 2003) with a variety of data collection methods intended

to enhance the quality of the study. Under the theory of action framework (Patton, 1997),

a trichotomy of “aims,” or objectives, was established. These aims were designated as

immediate, intermediate, and ultimate- each containing unique evaluative procedures.

One of the key aspects to action or practitioner-led research is the value of the

researcher being an “insider” and the intimate and direct relationship between research

and practice (Riehl et al., 2000). Team members in this study were not simply conducting

research; rather, they were attempting to do their job in the most effective manner

possible. While the action research team focused more on the specific issues of the ninth-
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grade students at Venture High School, generalization of findings to other sites or

situations is not out of the question.

A unique feature of this study was the role of the researcher as an assistant

principal at VHS and a participant/observer on the action research team. Rarely do

teachers and administrators work cooperatively and collaboratively in action research

studies (Anderson & Jones, 2000), yet there are enormous benefits to such activity (Little,

1987; Owsiak, 2002). Practical research with practical application to the researcher’s

natural setting is not only attractive, but very worthwhile for any administrator. Quoting

the work of Riehl, Larson, Short, and Reitzug (2000), Smylie (2000) confirms the notion

of this new shift for administrators to go, “…beyond the traditional conceptions of

research toward the development of alternative ways of inquiring in educational

administration, ways that are careful and systematic and at the same time, personally

meaningful and congruent methodologically with the problems they are addressing” (¶ 1).

Qualitative sources of data included focus group interviews, individual interviews,

observations, student work, researcher field notes, and teacher materials. Quantitative

data included information such as student grades, TAKS test results, attendance, tardies,

disciplinary infractions, core academic course credits (English, Math, Science, and Social

Studies), overall credits earned, and participation in various programs or activities at

school. Quantitative data was also disaggregated by various student population codes,

such as Ethnicity, Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education, Limited English

Proficient, and At-Risk for a more thorough investigation of student success. Quantitative
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data was presented through comparisons of Fall ROCK students, Spring ROCK students,

combined ROCK students, and other students at VHS never taking a ROCK class.

Major Conclusions of the Study

Conclusions presented in this chapter were extracted from the major findings of

the study. Best and Kahn (1998) remind that, “Action research is focused on immediate

application, not the development of theory or on generalization of applications” (p. 21).

Therefore, the emerging themes from the findings are most valuable to those that exist

within the actual context of the study. The three aims of the study covered in this section

are listed below:

1. Immediate- that the action research team members will gain significant professional

growth through the use of data-driven decision making [d3m], collaboration, and

reflection as they design and implement a course of study promoting student success-

ROCK.

2. Intermediate- as a result of using d3m, collaboration, and reflection strategies, the

action research team will provide a more personalized educational experience for the

ROCK students as evidenced by feedback from student work and teacher interviews.

3. Ultimate- that the ninth-grade students who take and complete the ROCK course will

be more successful than students who do not complete the ROCK course. Student

success will be measured in following categories of data: (a) core and overall

academic course credits, (b) results on 2006 Reading and Math TAKS tests, (c)

student attendance, and (d) student disciplinary infractions.

Immediate aim.
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As a facilitator and member of this action research process, I can honestly say that

the data-driven decision making component of the study was the most confounding of all.

In hindsight, it was unfortunate that all team members did not attend some type of

training session or workshop on how to conduct truly effective data-driven decision

making in schools. The findings revealed that team members had very different

perceptions of what constituted data-driven decision making and there never was any

proper way to evaluate its use in the study.

Still, throughout the interviews and meetings that took place, an emerging

realization occurred. The teachers actually were using some of the more traditional forms

of data-driven decision making by continually referring to adjustments and interventions

made for Economically Disadvantaged students. Additionally, the teachers decided to

periodically work on student writing skills through journaling and other assignments in

order to increase their aptitude on the Reading TAKS test. This idea came to fruition by

analyzing student work in class. Other examples, such as use of grade and attendance

data, did render evidence that supported some definite data-driven decision making.

Nevertheless, the most comprehensive use of “data” by the teachers was through personal

information gathered in class discussions and/or assignments.

As determined in this study, data-driven decision making can be just about

anything that plays even the smallest role in improved student performance. For the

ROCK teachers, the most important sources of data fell on the personal end of the

spectrum. They wanted to know as much about each student as possible in order to be an

effective adult advocate for them. They cared more about the student’s well-being than
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how they did on the TAKS tests or exactly what grades they made. This form of data-

driven decision making does not necessarily fit the recommendations in the literature, yet

it may have been more appropriate for this type of class.

The collaborative and reflective activities of the action research team revealed

another alternative approach to recommendations in the literature. Findings indicated that

the teachers continually engaged in collaborative and reflective activity throughout the

school year; however, these processes seldom occurred in a structured setting. Friend and

Cook (2003), Lieberman (1986), and Little (1990) convey that collaborative activities

should be structured to avoid inevitable conflict that could undermine efficiency. In this

study, the teachers did not have the typical schedule of most high school teachers on the

campus. As special education inclusion teachers, they had the flexibility within most

school days to meet, reflect, and collaborate as needed.

Did this type of unstructured collaborative activity work better than the

recommendations in the literature? Based on my interactions with the teacher members in

more structured settings (scheduled meetings and interviews), I noticed positive and

negative features of each. The daily interaction of most teachers added a very positive

dimension to the consistency of instructional practices in the classroom and the unity of

the teachers. Through daily debriefings, the teachers were able to immediately deal with

classroom or student issues as needed. On the negative side, not all four of the teachers

would be present when curricular decisions were made and rarely was there a specified

agenda that addressed important matters. In the more structured setting, the teachers

seemed to truly reflect on what was happening overall with the students and the class.
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Also, these meetings or interviews seemed to rejuvenate the teachers by allowing them to

highlight some of the accomplishments of their efforts. During the structured meetings,

there did seem to always be a tendency to veer from the agenda and become sidetracked

on a specific item of interest.

The teacher members of the action research team unanimously agreed that they

gained significant professional growth through this process. They may not have become

experts in data-driven decision making, collaboration, or reflection, but they certainly

practiced each to a high degree and gained valuable experience during this study.

Intermediate aim.

Built on recommendations in the literature (NASSP, 2004), the intermediate aim

concentrated on the role of the teachers as adult advocates. Their job was to provide a

personalized educational experience for their ROCK students by (a) establishing positive

and supportive relationships, (b) helping students make better choices and decisions in

their daily lives, and (c) helping students make better choices and decisions concerning

their education and future. While much of this responsibility was carried out during class

time, being an adult advocate meant going above and beyond the normal scope of

classroom duties for their students. For the investigation of the intermediate aim, exit

questionnaires and in-class surveys from ROCK students accompanied teacher and

observational data.

The relationship portion of the study generated the highest number of positive

responses from both teachers and students. The teachers continually emphasized the

importance and power of relationships in working with students, especially for
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Economically Disadvantaged students. In fact, it was this very facet of the course that

prompted the teachers to build this class in the first place. Typical responses by the

teachers about relationships were:

The best was the kids that I grew really close to. I think I grew as an individual

learning how to help take care of kids other than in the classroom, and I

developed some really good relationships with kids that I think I’ll keep for four

years.

It is possible that being an adult advocate for these ninth-graders may have promoted

much more professional growth than any of the other strategies listed in the immediate

aim.

The other two areas of responsibility for ROCK teachers dealt more with the

actual curriculum and instruction that took place in the 90-minute time frame of each

class period. The category on daily choices and decisions for students did not come out

nearly as positive as relationships. Here, the teachers focused on the character traits of

successful students (or teenagers) and problem-solving techniques to be used in real life

situations for the students. Although a very worthwhile component of the ROCK program,

this area did generate more negative responses from teachers and students. From the

teachers’ perspective, the problems lay more with having to fill up too much time with

meaningful and engaging lessons and activities. The students mentioned boredom or

simple dislike of classroom projects and activities as a negative feature of the class.

The part of the class that dealt with students making better choices and decisions

for their education and future generated more positive feedback from teachers and
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students. This category included the use of grades (progress reports), attendance, college

and career exploration, and other forms of academic assistance. Naturally, the students

appreciated being given time in the ROCK class to do homework or get help on

homework. Most students also appreciated it when the teachers would print out their

grade reports and go over what is missing or what needs to be made up. Finally, there

were also several student comments about the benefits of the college and career units in

class. I personally witnessed part of this process in a few of the classes and would

confirm that students seemed highly interested and engaged during this time. The

teachers basically echoed what the students said about this portion of the class. Although

not necessarily their favorite part of the class, they believed it to be of great value for

students and a meaningful part of the ROCK program.

Based on the variety of data collected under the intermediate aim, it appears that

the teachers were successful in their attempts to personalize the educational experience of

most ROCK students. There were small numbers of ROCK students who felt like the

entire class was a waste of time and that the teachers did nothing to help them in any way;

however, such responses constituted a very small minority of the overall student

perspective. Results of the intermediate aim are best described by one teacher:

I’ve seen the biggest differences in the kids’ attitudes, their attendance, and their

grades…because they have a personal advocate at school that cares about how

they do, what they’re doing, how things are going, …saying, ‘What’s going on?

What’s important in your life right now? What’s going on in school?’ You’re
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interested in all parts of them and I see success, and they may not be big, and all

people may not see them, but you see them. You see big successes.

Ultimate aim.

The ultimate aim attempted to gauge comparisons of student success through (a)

core and overall academic course credits, (b) results on 2006 Reading and Math TAKS

tests, (c) student attendance, and (d) student disciplinary infractions. The student

population used for data collection under the ultimate included only incoming ninth-

grade students that completed both the fall 2005 and spring 2006 semesters at VHS. Also,

any special education student not taking core academic subjects in either the Resource or

general education setting was not included in the data analysis. The final population

number used in the study contained a little over 600 students- 148 of these in both

semesters of the ROCK class.

The key question in the ultimate aim was, “Are students who take the ROCK

course more successful than students who do not take the course?” In order to supplement

the four categories of data collection listed in the ultimate aim, other important pieces of

data were added to the study. Additional information for group comparisons included

student population group representations, levels of core academic courses taken, tardies,

and participation in extra- and/or co-curricular activities. This decision became critical to

the findings. Simply answering a, b, c, and d in the ultimate aim would have rendered the

ROCK course a complete failure under its measurement of “student success.”

Taken as a separate or combined group, the ROCK students always had a higher

proportion of Hispanic, Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education, and At-Risk
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students. The largest discrepancy of representation fell in the At-Risk category with the

combined ROCK group having an At-Risk population of 46.6% compared to 30.5% of

the other VHS student group. Even when the specific student population groups were not

included in various data comparisons, they were always an underlying factor.

The first category of data provided a comparison of ROCK students and other

VHS students with regard to acquisition of core and overall academic credits. Here, it

was worthwhile to divide the ROCK semesters into separate groups. The Fall ROCK

group actually had higher percentages of students earning between three and four core

credits and between six and eight overall credits when compared to the Other Students

and Spring ROCK students (see Tables 8 and 14). Considering the differences in student

populations, this was a substantial finding. The Spring ROCK students, on the other hand,

had much lower core and overall credit earnings for the year. Thus, the combination of

both ROCK groups dropped them below the Other Students in both credit categories.

Similar to the issues of different student population group representations, the

types of core courses taken by all VHS students made the credit findings more interesting.

52.4% of Other Students took upper-level courses compared to 37.0% and 25.6% of Fall

and Spring ROCK students respectively (see Tables 9 and 15). It is a fact that students

who take upper-level courses usually perform much better academically than students

taking regular or Resource classes. Taking this information into account, it is

extraordinary that the Fall ROCK students were able to accomplish what they did.

The Reading and Math TAKS tests were another major source of data collection

and comparison. Whether taken separately or as a combined group, the ROCK students
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did not fare as well as the other VHS students on both tests and in practically all student

population group comparisons (see Tables 10, 16, and 21). The Spring ROCK students

had the only bright spot in any comparison group with higher passing percentages for At-

Risk students on the Reading and Math TAKS tests. Unlike the credit comparisons, the

TAKS comparisons were more appropriate in that individual student population groups

were included. Overall, the ROCK students did not match up well with the other VHS

students on TAKS.

Transitioning into the behavioral categories of data, attendance records were used

to break down the number of absences into clusters. Students having 20 or more tardies

were also included with the attendance information (see Tables 11, 17, and 22). Again,

the numbers did not favor the ROCK students when compared to other VHS students. In

fact, when compared to the Other Students group, both Fall and Spring ROCK groups

had more students with 10+ and 60+ absences for the year. Fall ROCK students did have

similar numbers of tardies and 60+ absences when compared individually to the Other

Students group.

Disciplinary infraction numbers were congruent to most other categories under

the ultimate aim. In fact, this is probably the worst comparable category for ROCK

students when compared to other VHS students. The Spring ROCK students had

extraordinarily high numbers of disciplinary infractions in the fall and spring when

compared to Other Students and the Fall ROCK students. There was one bright spot for

the Fall ROCK students. This was the only comparison group that saw a decline in the

percentage of referrals from the fall to the spring semester.
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Student success.

Did the ROCK course accomplish its objective of increasing student success? A

closer look at the intermediate and ultimate aims may provide the best answer to such a

question. It would be fair to say that the ROCK courses contained a higher percentage of

students who traditionally have more challenging circumstances in their lives. It is an

added fact that most of the students taking Pre-AP or other upper-level type courses did

not participate in the ROCK classes. Also, nearly double the percentage of Other

Students compared to ROCK students participated in extra- and/or co-curricular activities

on campus. Taken as whole, these elements support the notion that this study did not

include an “apples to apples” comparison of students.

Still, there were several areas of concern that cannot be attributed to these

explanations. For example, it would be expected that students taking the ROCK in the

Spring, and being partially graded on their behavior (Quality Skills), would not have the

largest spike in disciplinary referrals of any comparison group. Likewise, there should not

be considerable differences in student population group performances on the TAKS tests.

There clearly were some areas proving that taking the ROCK class did not increase the

likelihood of better performance or behavior.

Before final determinations, a couple of points stand out that must be addressed.

First, data gathered in the immediate and intermediate aims painted a picture of ROCK

teachers spending the majority of their time and effort struggling to fill the class with

meaningful activities for the students. The teachers progressively indicated that they were

becoming somewhat burned out by the amount of time in class each period, and that
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much of their curricular approach was not as successful as they had hoped. Second, these

teachers never really made passing the TAKS test a priority in their curriculum, so it is

not necessarily the best category to examine. These teachers were more concerned with

getting to know their students and helping them navigate through their freshmen year of

high school.

My evaluation of student success in this study lies in the emergent potential of the

Fall ROCK student group and actual documentation turned in by 60 Spring ROCK

students. In a couple of the ultimate aim categories, the Fall ROCK students fared quite

well in comparison to the Other Students group. They were also the only comparison

group in the study to see a drop in the disciplinary referral percentages from the fall to

spring semesters. When compared to the Spring ROCK students, the Fall ROCK group

performed much better in almost every category despite having about 5% more students

in the At-Risk category.

Perhaps the true measurement of student success in the ROCK class should not be

limited to the semester or year in which a student takes the course. The Fall ROCK

students ended up doing much better in the credits, attendance, and disciplinary

categories than the Spring ROCK students. Several times, the teachers mentioned how

many of the Fall ROCK students would seek them out during the spring semester to visit

or get assistance with other classes. It might have just taken another semester for the

ROCK experience to set in and truly impact student decision making.

How could such a hypothesis be applied to the Spring students? Table 24 portrays

student feedback from a portion of the ROCK spring semester exam (see Appendix C). It
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may not contain hard data like that used for the Fall ROCK group, but it does provide a

glimpse into the minds of the Spring ROCK students as they reflect back on what they

would do differently for next year. If these students truly changed their attitudes and

Table 24

Spring ROCK Student Reflections on the 2005-2006 School Year

Coded Category N Sample/Type of Response

Students (n = 60)

Success in School 84 Do better in class, do homework, study, pay attention

Attendance/Tardies 26 Not skip class, less absences, less tardies

Behavior/Discipline 14 Not get in trouble, not argue with teacher, be nice to peers

Self-Improvement 14 more responsible, organized, and active; set goals

Note. The coded categories contain responses on what students would do DIFFERENTLY for next year.

N = the number of responses for all 60 student samples combined. There were a total of 138 responses.

behaviors, as most of them indicated, the ROCK class may have been more of a success

than what the 2005-2006 school year data reveal. While most of the evaluative measures

set forth in the ultimate aim of this study revealed that students taking a ROCK course

were not as successful as those students who did not take a ROCK course, a more

longitudinal study may have provided a much different picture.

The action research process.

Since the day the teacher members of the action research team agreed to

participate in this study, my role in the process became somewhat evolutionary. Merriam
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(2001) reminds that, “A qualitative design is emergent” (p. 155). I prefer to think of my

changing role as participant/observer, or observer/participant, or researcher, or assistant

principal as very typical in action research studies of this nature. Many times, I felt

uneasy actually calling myself a member of an action research team. While I definitely

spent the majority of the study as an observer and researcher, I certainly played an

important role in the implementation and evaluation of the ROCK course.

The teachers were already a “working machine” before the study even began.

They had all been working closely together for five years in the special education

department at VHS and were used to high levels of collaborative activity in their roles as

inclusion teachers. They did the majority of the “trench” work for this study and were

continually willing to change and adapt the goals and direction of the ROCK course

based on student needs. My primary participative role included helping with student

schedule changes, providing student data information, and facilitating structured

meetings.

Overall, the action research process in this study was a very worthwhile adventure

for all members of the team, including myself. It served to enhance the other areas of

professional and personal growth gained from the experience. It could also have

widespread implications for the school as well. When discussing the effects of

practitioner-based research in educational settings, Middlewood (1999) proclaims:

The effects upon the individuals as reflective professionals can be considerable,

especially when they are involved in regular group work, which appears to

facilitate collaborative practice. Furthermore, the existence of such a group and its
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activities can have a significant effect upon the relationships within the school,

not only involving group members, but on other groupings…and, not least, upon

the central relationship of teacher and student. (p. 99)

This process and experience has prompted me, as a campus administrator, to continue to

find opportunities to work closely with teachers or other school staff in meaningful forms

of collaborative activity that enhance student success.

Recommendations for Further Study

This study employed some very basic aspects of practitioner-based research

activity that could most certainly be applied in any K-12 school. Unlike most traditional

action research projects, the inclusion of a campus administrator as a member of the

action research team created a unique essence to the study that proved to be valuable in

building bridges of increased trust and collaboration. While suggestions for more

traditional qualitative or quantitative studies could be included, the intent of this section

is to build on studies of similar style and fashion.

Most recommendations for further study address the limiting factors of this

project and aim to increase trustworthiness and validity. They are listed below:

1. The most general recommendation is for any school to engage in similar research

activities- even if on a much smaller scale. Similar research activities include the

combination of administrator(s) and teachers on an action research team.

2. If data-driven decision making is part of any research project, it is recommended

that purposeful training be incorporated for all team members. Also, very specific

parameters should be set and adhered to for better measurement of proficiency.
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3. Although it is not usually the intent of action research studies, a more longitudinal

approach to the data collection process would be recommended. As was the case

in this study, it is sometimes more harmful to make immediate judgments on a

program or intervention without allowing more time for proper evaluation.

4. The most practical way of truly analyzing such a course or program as the ROCK

would be to interview participating students directly. Many assumptions or

conclusions can be drawn from data collected on students. The best way to verify,

or cross-check that data is to hear from the students themselves.

5. Finally, educators are encouraged to seek out more ways to investigate success for

all students in schools. There is an array of variables that may be applied to such

studies and each school may develop its own definition of student success. Either

way, the type of research activity witnessed in this study is highly recommended

for any school on a continuous journey for school improvement.

Conclusion

Data-driven decision making, collaboration, reflection, personalization, and action

research are all research-based and recommended strategies for use in school

improvement initiatives. In this study, an action research team of four teachers and an

assistant principal sought to promote student success for incoming ninth-graders through

a new 18-week elective course entitled, Reaching Out Capturing Kids (ROCK). Three

distinct aims, or objectives, were established to provide a multi-faceted approach to the

type of data collected and the types of questions to be investigated. The aforementioned
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strategies provided the foundational support for this course and constituted a significant

portion of the study’s evaluation.

The immediate and intermediate aims of the study witnessed much more success

than the ultimate aim. However, a more thorough inquiry into the measurement of

“student success” provided hope that the ultimate aim of the study may not have been as

ineffectual as the data in the study revealed. Regardless of the outcomes, this study

produced tremendous benefit to the educational community involved and proved to be a

valuable way of increasing collaboration and trust among campus administrators and

teachers. Additional studies of this nature are highly recommended for other schools

seeking to define and measure success for all students.
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Appendix A

Name_______________________________________

“ROCK” Class Exit Questionnaire

1. Name 3 things that you liked most about the “ROCK” class. (Be specific)

a.)_________________________________________________________
b.)_________________________________________________________
c.)_________________________________________________________

2. Name 3 things that you liked the least about the “ROCK” class. (Be specific)

a.)_________________________________________________________
b.)_________________________________________________________
c.)_________________________________________________________

3. List 3 things that you would change about the “ROCK” class. (Be specific)

a.)_________________________________________________________
b.)_________________________________________________________
c.)_________________________________________________________

4. How would you describe this class to a new student next semester? (What’s it
about?)

5. Did you participate in the “ROCK” class in a positive manner throughout the
entire semester? Yes or No Why or Why Not? Explain.
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Appendix B

“ROCK” Class Student Survey

Please answer the following questions:

1. Do you feel that there was at least one adult on the [VHS] campus that
cared about you and your success?

2. Who/What teachers, administrators, staff (librarian, etc.) could you
say were most interested in you as a student and your success?

3. Did you think that your ROCK teacher was different in any way(s)
than your other teachers? If so, please list specific ways that the
ROCK teacher was different than some of your other teachers.

4. Do you think it is important for students to have an adult at school that
they feel they can talk to about non-related school subjects? If so, list
some things that you might want to talk to this person about.

Your ROCK teachers enjoyed having you this semester. We want you all to
have a safe summer and hope that you will come by to see us next year.
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Appendix C

ROCK semester 2 exam

Questions

1. Reflecting on your ninth grade year, name and describe three things you would do
differently for next year.

2. Name and describe three things that were successful for you this year that you
would continue.

3. List three goals you would like to accomplish before your senior year.

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________
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